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Agenda Item 1
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

.

Community Safety,
Environment and
Residents Services
Policy and
Accountability
Committee
Minutes
Tuesday 9 June 2015
PRESENT
Committee members: Councillors Larry Culhane (Chair), Iain Cassidy,
Charlie Dewhirst and Steve Hamilton
Other Councillors: Councillors Ben Coleman and Sue Fennimore
Officers: Graham Burrell, Slobodan Vuckovic, Ullash Karia, George Warren, and
David Abbott
1.

MINUTES
RESOLVED
That the minutes of the meeting held on 21 April 2015 be approved as a
correct record and signed by the Chair.

2.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Councillor Sharon Holder.

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

4.

APPOINTMENT OF VICE CHAIR
RESOLVED
That Councillor Steve Hamilton be appointed Vice Chair of the Committee for
the 2015/16 Municipal year.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.
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5.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The Chair, Councillor Culhane, invited members of the public present to make
any comments in relation to issues on the agenda as part of that item.

6.

BOROUGH-WIDE 20MPH SPEED LIMIT
Graham Burrell, Projects and Development Manager, presented the report
that set out the draft programme for the feasibility study, public consultation,
and potential delivery of a borough-wide speed limit of 20mph.
Officers informed the Committee that reducing road accidents and injuries
was a key priority for the Council and a target had been set to reduce the
number of people killed or seriously injured on roads in the borough to 65 or
under by 2020. Research from the Transport Research Laboratory showed
that 20mph zones reduced injuries and accidents by up to 60%.
Officers noted that historically the borough had operated a mixture of 20mph
zones and 20mph limits on individual streets. In addition to these measures,
traffic calming devices (road humps, cushions etc.) were introduced to
enforce slower speeds. The majority of roads in the borough experienced
average speeds of around 20-30mph.
The Council wanted to hear from as many residents as possible to get their
views on the proposed changes. An online consultation was set up and
consultation leaflets were posted to every resident and business in the
borough. A key question for the consultation was whether the 20mph limit
should include main roads or be limited to residential areas and accident
hotspots.
The Chair, Councillor Culhane, opened the discussion to the floor and the
following contributions were noted:
Tony Boys, Hammersmith Embankment Residents Association, addressed
the Committee and the following points were noted:
• The Council should not unfairly prejudice drivers. Drivers were not
always to blame for accidents, cyclists and pedestrians were also
culpable.
• Road safety was a priority but traffic flow issues should not be ignored.
What schemes would be put in place to improve traffic issues in the
borough?
• Vehicle speed was not statistically the most common reason for
accidental collisions, factors such as; drivers being distracted, failures
to judge the speed of other vehicles, and failures to see obstacles
ranked higher. The Council should address the most common reasons
for accidents before lowering the speed limit across the whole
borough.
• More was needed to discourage people from taking journeys by car
unnecessarily, such as extending the congestion charge.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.
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The Chair, Councillor Culhane, noted that the proposal was not intended to
punish drivers but rather was a way to make the roads safer for everyone,
including drivers.
Ruth Mayorcas, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• Other countries, such as Holland, had far lower serious accident rates
than the UK and they continued to fall. The numbers of pedestrians
and cyclists killed had actually increased in the UK in recent years.
• Countries with lower speed limits had lower rates of serious accident.
• Drivers were often inconsiderate, not slowing for pedestrians or taking
proper consideration of cyclists.
• The infrastructure of the borough was not cyclist friendly in many
areas, for example raised tables were needed on the corners of roads.
• There was a significant elderly population who could not drive but still
needed to get to the shops, town centres and shopping areas should
be pleasant areas to walk to/around.
• The UK had an obesity problem and serious problems with asthma in
young people; more people need to be encouraged to walk, cycle, and
use public transport to create a healthier population.
A representative from the Alliance of British Drivers addressed the Committee
and the following points were noted:
• Islington had adopted a 20mph speed limit but it resulted in speeds
increasing due to poor enforcement.
• The police had advised against a 20mph speed limit in the past and
said they would not contribute towards enforcement.
• Other boroughs still successfully assessed speed limits on a road-byroad basis.
• The money spent on this project could be better spent on investment in
better education on cycling and the highway code. Only a small
number of accidents were due to excessive speed.
Officers responded that they had been working with the police on the current
proposals and that the police supported a 20mph speed limit in boroughs
where the average speed was 24mph.
Robert Ashford, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• It would be useful to see more detail in the report about the speeds in
different parts of the borough and the frequency of accidents. It would
also be useful to know what time of day the accidents took place, the
types of casualty, and whether there were road works in the area.
• In areas with borough-wide 20mph speed limits traffic flow is reduced
and commute times were increased. It also distracted drivers as they
had to constantly look at their speedometer.
• A 20mph speed limit would have a negative impact on the
environment, as driving in a lower gear produced more emissions.
• A 20mph speed limit would be appropriate in areas of heavy traffic but
would not be beneficial across the whole borough.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will
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Councillor Dewhirst asked if more detailed information on accidents in the
borough was available. Officers responded that they could provide a more
detailed breakdown of accidents on the website.
ACTION: Slobodan Vuckovic
A resident addressed the Committee and the following points were noted:
• The police said they would not enforce the speed limit and
unenforceable laws are bad laws. The scheme would only be
enforceable at great cost to the Council.
• Accidents were often not due to excessive speed, human error from
either cyclists or drivers was more a likely cause.
• A borough-wide speed limit was not necessary but targeted limits or
measures in accident hotspots would be welcomed.
Lynn Seveke, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• Cycling in the borough can often feel intimidating due to the way
drivers behave and the lack of dedicated cycling routes. Segregated
cycling routes could encourage more people to cycle by making it a
safer way to travel.
• Lowering the speed limit would improve people’s driving and reduce
the other factors for collisions mentioned by a previous speaker (i.e.
failure to judge speed, failure to see obstacles etc.)
• In the UK there seemed to be a confrontational relationship between
drivers and cyclists and that needed to be improved. Drivers should not
feel like they are being penalised.
Ian Hill, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points were
noted:
• Education about road safety was important for drivers, cyclists, and
pedestrians. Reckless behaviour is about the person, not the mode of
transport they are using.
• Pedestrians were sometimes guilty of not paying attention to their
environment, distracted by phones and headphones, which could have
dangerous consequences.
• Speed was not always the key factor in collisions.
• Areas around schools should have more signage and speed calming –
some areas have no indication that schools are nearby.
Gillian Slowcock, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• She regularly cycled in the borough, was diligent about signalling and
following the highway code, and had never had an accident. Potholes
were a bigger problems than drivers.
• Motorbikes seemed to regularly speed and dangerously weave in and
out of traffic.
• A borough-wide speed limit was not necessary but more should be
done to improve road manners, including those of pedestrians.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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John Griffiths, Hfcycling (hfcyclists.org.uk), addressed the Committee and the
following points were noted:
• Hfcycling was in favour of the borough-wide 20mph speed limit.
• Cars were used to often for journeys that were not necessary. If there
were fewer cars on the roads then more people would feel able to
cycle and it would benefit everyone, including drivers.
• Hammersmith needed a more comprehensive network of cycle routes,
particularly around traffic heavy areas.
• Any scheme that reduced pollution, encouraged more people to cycle
or walk, and made our population fitter and healthier should be
encouraged.
Susie Greggs, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• There had been a significant increase in traffic in the borough over the
past few decades.
• Cyclists and pedestrians would always be more vulnerable than those
in vehicles.
• There was a need for more education about the highway code and
manners on roads.
John Trotter, Sanford Brook Residents Association, addressed the Committee
and the following points were noted:
• We have had speed limits on our residential roads for several years,
however at peak times the roads are used as a ‘rat run’ by commuters.
The police have not dealt with the issue. Speed bumps were the only
effective measure as cushions allowed straddling by larger vehicles.
• We are in favour of a 20mph speed limit on residential roads, but the
support of the police and associated speed calming road works were
needed to make it effective.
• Restrictions should not be put in place if they are going to be ignored
by the majority of drivers.
Vicky Barass, resident, addressed the Committee and the following points
were noted:
• The speed limit, in this borough and others, was part of a wider cultural
change (like seat belts and drink driving laws before it) towards slower,
safer driving and ultimately fewer cars on our roads.
Jeremy Leach, 20’s Plenty For Us (20splentyforus.org.uk), addressed the
Committee and the following points were noted:
• We should be fair to drivers but we need to liberate people from the
margins of our urban towns through increased cycling and walking.
• Driving at 20mph was safer and people were more likely to survive if
they were hit at that speed.
• The environmental impact was also important and a City of London
study showed that there was no negative impact from lowering the
speed limit.
• Main roads should be included in the scheme as, in inner London, 80%
of casualties happened on main roads.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Richard Evans, employed in the borough, addressed the Committee and the
following points were noted:
• Transport for London had started to introduce speed limiters in their
fleet, which would slow traffic. Insurers are also offering incentives to
install speed limiters and black boxes in private vehicles. In the future
speed limiters will be ubiquitous.
• A 20mph speed limit would civilise our streets and town centres and
make them more attractive places to spend time.
• Across London the average vehicle speed was already below 20mph.
• 75% of all journeys in London were less than five miles long, if more
people felt safe to cycle and walk, people would use cars far less often.
A resident addressed the Committee and the following points were noted:
• The consultation pages on the website were not clear about which
roads would be affected. Arterial roads should not be considered
residential – roads with bus routes should not be limited
• While they would not support a borough-wide speed limit, they were
not opposed limiting speeds on some roads where there was heavy
traffic or a high number of accidents.
• A borough-wide limit would unnecessarily slow drivers down at times
where the roads were relatively clear.
A resident addressed the Committee and the following points were noted:
• Cycling in the borough was intimidating, cars regularly exceeded the
speed limit of the A4 between Hammersmith and Kensington.
• The accident rates involving buses were very high and accidents were
often not reported. Reducing the number of cars on the roads would
make bus transport safer.
Councillor Hamilton suggested that the money spent on the consultation
could have been used to better effect for targeting key accident hotspots with
measures to increase safety. The Chair, Councillor Culhane, responded that
the consultation was being paid for by Transport for London.
Councillor Cassidy also believed the 20mph limit was part of a cultural shift
towards more people choosing to cycling or walk. Roads in the borough
needed to be made more appealing to potential cyclists. The Council could
not change all of the reasons for accidents but it could affect the speed limits.
The 20mph limit was a pragmatic way to reduce accidents and make roads
safer and more welcoming to cyclists and pedestrians.
Councillor Harcourt, Cabinet Member for Transport, informed the Committee
that the Council would listen carefully to feedback from residents and the
scheme would be amended accordingly.
The Chair, Councillor Culhane, thanked all those who attended and
contributed to the meeting. He also noted that, while there was a diverse set
of views on the issue, it was clear that everyone wanted to see accidents and
injuries on our roads reduced.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The consultation was available online at the following address:
www.lbhf.gov.uk/20mph
RESOLVED
1. That the committee review and comment on the implementation
programme set out in the report.
2. That the committee review and comment on the options for delivery as
set out in the report.
7.

PROVISION OF SPORT AND LEISURE FACILITIES
Ullash Karia, Acting Director and Head of Leisure & Parks, presented the
report that set out the context for the encouragement of greater physical
activity in the borough, with particular focus on young people. Officers noted
that the current community sports and physical activity strategy was a ‘live’
strategy that would be modified to reflect changes to partner funding
arrangements (e.g. Public Health).
The Chair, Councillor Culhane, noted that he would be interested to have a
special meeting of the Committee on sports provision in the borough and
invite schools and other key stakeholders. Officers noted that the existing
Community Sports and Physical Activity Network (CSPAN) meetings already
cover this area and agreed to circulate the dates of the meetings to the
Committee.
ACTION: Ullash Karia
Councillor Dewhirst asked officers what the key issues facing the service
were. Officers responded that funding cuts from Section 106 and Public
Health were the key issues affecting the service although they were working
with partners to mitigate reductions where possible.
Councillor Fennimore noted that they were exploring opportunities to work
closer with Public Health on issues such as childhood obesity.
Councillor Dewhirst asked officers for an update on the Fulham Pools
contract. Officers responded that it was a 50 year contract but they hoped to
receive a better service through closer monitoring of the contract.
RESOLVED
That the report be noted.

8.

UPDATE ON SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS (SUDS) SCHEMES
George Warren, Flood Risk Manager, presented the report that provided an
overview of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) projects being undertaken
in the borough. Officers noted that they had worked closely with the
community on the schemes and in a number of case they were incorporating
their ideas into the projects.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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It was now mandatory for major developments (i.e. ten or more residential
homes, or 10,000 square feet or more of commercial space) to consider the
inclusion of SuDS within their design and the Lead Local Flood Authority,
LBHF, are now a statutory consultee for all major planning applications on
surface water issues.
The Chair, Councillor Culhane, asked officers if there had been any
resistance from developers. Officers responded that, while in the past SuDS
had been considered an add on, through better education developers had
seen the benefits of early adoption, such as; lower overall costs, a reduced
need for irrigation, and a reduced need for storage tanks on site.
Councillor Hamilton noted that it was good to see progress in this area and
asked about the Thames Water projects being implemented on alternate
streets. Officers responded that Thames Water wanted to see the impact of
SuDS so they identified a number of streets and were due to begin works
imminently. Thames Water would be paying for the construction and the
maintenance costs for two years. They were also funding an engineering
graduate to be involved with the project.
Officers invited Councillors to view the SuDS works projects in person.
Councillors should contact George Warren to register their interest.
ACTION: Cllrs / George Warren
The Chair, on behalf of the Committee, thanked officers for their pioneering
work in this area.
RESOLVED
That the report be noted.

9.

WORK PROGRAMMING
RESOLVED
That the work programme for 2015/16 be noted.

10.

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS
Future meeting dates of this Committee for the 2015/16 Municipal Year are
scheduled for:
•
•
•
•
•

16 September 2015
18 November 2015
18 January 2016
02 March 2016
12 April 2016

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.
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Meeting started: 7.02 pm
Meeting ended: 9.00 pm

Chairman

Contact officer:

David Abbott
Committee Co-ordinator
Governance and Scrutiny
: 020 8753 2063
E-mail: david.abbott@lbhf.gov.uk

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Agenda Item 5
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT & RESIDENTS
SERVICES POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
21 September 2015
FUTURE WASTE AND STREET CLEANSING SERVICES – INVOLVING THE
CITIZEN
Report of the Director for Cleaner, Greener and Cultural Services
Open Report
Classification: For PAC Review & Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: All
Accountable Director: (Sue Harris, Director for Cleaner, Greener & Cultural
Services, Environment, Leisure, and Residents’ Services)
Report Author: Kathy May
Bi-borough Head of Waste and Street Enforcement

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 7341 5616
E-mail:
kathy.may@rbkc.gov.uk

Lesley Gates
Contract Monitoring and Enforcement Area Manager
1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 The Council is currently facing a number of street scene and waste
challenges. These include:
•
Reduced levels of recycling
•
Increased levels of rubbish dumping
This is in common with many other Local Authorities, and it is proving
difficult to reverse these trends. This report considers how to engage the
community in a sustained way to help the Council maintain high quality
street scene and waste services during forthcoming years of financial
constraint.
1.2 The Council is planning a consultation process on Citizen Space and with
focus groups, and has prepared detailed questions (available at
APPENDIX 1). The services to be consulted upon include:

Kerbside refuse and recycling collection

Litter collection

Recycling sack delivery

Clear all service

Dealing with rubbish dumping
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1.3 Key questions that the PAC meeting may wish to explore include:

How can residents help us to reduce waste dumping and therefore
reduce costs?

How can residents help us to increase levels of recycling?

What priorities do residents have in this service area? Rubbish
collections, recycling services or cleansing services?


More specifically,
Given that the Council, in common with authorities across the
country, needs to make significant financial savings over the next few
years, how would you rank the following changes to services in order
of preference?:
 Streets swept once a week
 Annual recycling sack delivery
 Once a week refuse and recycling collection
 Flytips removed within 1 week



What do you think is the biggest problem in your area?
 Dog fouling
 Bulky waste dumping (bulky items of household waste such as
furniture)
 Rubbish dumping (black sacks or carrier bags of waste)
 Litter (such as from takeaways or pedestrian litter)
 Commercial waste
 Other (please state)



Is there anything that you feel we can do to make recycling easier?



Officers rarely find sufficient evidence in dumped rubbish to be able to
prosecute offenders; what else do you think the community could do
to help prevent rubbish dumping?

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(i)

Consultation is undertaken through Citizen Space on the proposed
changes to waste and street cleansing services, using as a basis the
questions attached at Appendix 1.

(ii)

These questions are further shaped following discussion with residents
and Community representatives present at the PAC meeting.

(iii) Focus Groups are arranged to further engage with the community, and to
gather more detailed feedback through discussion.
(iv) Enlist citizen's help to achieve the following aims:
a. Reduce dumped rubbish
b. Reduce littering
c. Increase clean and dry recycling
(v) Pursue a ‘Street Scene and Waste Challenge’, exploring different methods
described in the body of this report, to engage with residents and
businesses to achieve the above aims.
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3.

BACKGROUND

3.1 The Council has requested that the Council's current waste provider,
Serco, put forward suggestions for savings from the current contract to
help the council deliver significant financial savings over the next three
years, whilst delivering quality services. Serco has responded positively
and posed some initial questions;


How often should we sweep the streets?



How often should we empty the bins?



Should we continue to deliver recycling services in the same way?



Should we invest to save?
The Council wishes to consult with residents on these issues and to
discuss their views on service delivery and outcomes.

3.2 It is evident that with the financial reductions that are due over the next
few years, there will be a further challenge to maintain services, let alone
achieve sustained improvements, which has been the aim of local
government for some time. Local Authorities are increasingly turning to
the community to assist with maintaining street scene services and this
potential is also explored briefly within this report.
3.3. Hammersmith and Fulham is a densely populated inner London borough,
with a mix of dwelling types and tenures, and commercial activity. Further
data outlining the borough context and challenges for delivering waste
services can be found at APPENDIX 2.
4.

ISSUES AND PROPOSALS

4.1 There are two consultation options for the council to consider.
1. Online survey using Citizen Space
2. Focus Groups
Table 1 highlights the advantages and disadvantages of each option:
Consultation
Options

Scope of
participation

Citizen Space

 Residents can
complete in
their own time
but it is
dependent on a
willingness to
complete
 Constrained to
residents who
can access the

Likely impact
on consultation
outcomes
 Limited
opportunity to
discuss a broad
range of subjects
and explore
resident concerns
 Least able to draw
out service
improvements
 Quick
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Likely
financial
impact
Minimal– officer
time to upload
the survey
online and
report on
findings.

Consultation
Options

Scope of
participation
internet

Focus Groups

 Can provide
equality
 Can recruit
specific resident
areas e.g. those
who receive
second
collections only

Likely impact
on consultation
outcomes
implementation
with results seen
quickly

Likely
financial
impact

 Ability to discuss a
broad range of
subjects and
explore concerns
 Flexibility for direct
questions on
specific elements
of concern
 Able to draw out
service
improvements
 Views are limited
to participants
 Can take time to
set up and report
findings

Can be
expensive due
to participation
incentive
(~£10/hr),
officer time and
the number of
groups.
Estimated at
£6,000

4.2 The consultation will be carried out online through the Citizen Space and
focus groups will be commissioned as appropriate. The suggested scope of
the consultation is given below:
Refuse & Recycling:
Includes
 Household waste and
recycling kerbside
collections
 Second collections
 Recycling sack delivery
service
Excludes:
 Commercial waste &
recycling
 Skip delivery and
collection
 Bring sites
 Bulky waste collection
 Disposal

Street Cleansing:





Litter collection
Clear all service
Rubbish dumping



Winter gritting of
pavements
Weed spraying



4.3 The consultation will need to take account of the following desired service
outcomes:
 An increase in recycling levels and reduction in residual waste
 Maintaining resident satisfaction in waste and recycling above the
London average
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Delivery of a service that provides a clean and safe area in which to
live
A customer focused service delivery model where data intelligence
helps develop an effective front-line service
Deliver service efficiencies to realise savings set out in the Medium
Term Financial Strategy.

4.4 Subject to approval, the following key target dates are recommended:
 Consultation questionnaire agreed – 10th October 2015
 Consultation – mid-October to mid November 2015
 Focus Groups – Beginning of November
 Consultation outcome report – end of November 2015
4.5 There is a need to plan future citizen engagement, given the challenging
factors described above, to consider what part residents can play in
maintaining the street scene and improving recycling, assisting with the
solution in the longer term. H&F is already starting to plan for the new
waste collection and street cleansing contract due in 2021.
4.6 It is proposed to establish a ‘Street Scene and Waste Challenge’ to further
gauge residents’ views about current issues, and the way services are
provided. The aims would be to:
 Reduce dumped rubbish
 Reduce littering
 Increase clean and dry recycling
A further aim would be to reduce unpaid-for commercial waste, although
it is accepted that the community would not necessarily play a part in this
particular initiative.
4.7 The Challenge could include:
 Working with local residents and community groups to gauge views
and how they can assist with the solutions
 Working with a local academic establishment to get student
involvement in developing solutions
 Lobbying for change for greater powers to tackle our waste and
environmental cleanliness challenges
 Researching partnership opportunities, for example through the West
London Alliance, or WRWA authorities
5.

CONSULTATION

5.1. A large resident database of approximately 50,000 residents will be used
to send out an invitation to participate in the online consultation. Hard
copies of the consultation can be sent out where requested.
6.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1. There are no legal implications associated with this report.
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7.

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS

7.1. Significant savings are required over the next few years and some of
these will need to be delivered through changes to street cleansing and
the collection and disposal of waste. By better engaging with and
exploring the views of citizens and communities, it is expected that these
savings can be delivered with a reduced impact on residents and
businesses.
7.2. The costs for carrying out the options set out in this report vary
considerably with the most expensive option being focus groups at
approximately £6,000 in total. This can be funded from one off waste
disposal underspends in 2015/16.
7.3. Implications completed by Kellie Gooch, Head of Finance – ELRS.
Telephone 020 8753 2203.
8.

IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS
Although there are no changes currently planned for the provision of the
core commercial waste service, there are questions around the clear-all
service, rubbish dumping, and street cleansing which may impact on
business perception and enforcement of commercial waste.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
No.

Description of
Background Papers

1.

N/A

Name/Ext
of holder Department
of file/copy
/
Location

LIST OF APPENDICES:
Appendix 1 – Proposed Citizen Space consultation questions
Appendix 2 - Borough Context
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APPENDIX 1
Questions for Citizen Space
The questions are to consult on the following service areas:
Kerbside refuse collections including frequency of collection
Delivery of recycling sacks
Street cleansing (excluding weeding, winter gritting, litterbins) in relation to
frequency of cleansing, litter, flytipping and clear all service.
Demographics





What is your postcode?
What property type do you live in?
 flat
 house
 other (please state)
Do you receive:
 a sack collection
 a container collection?

Refuse


How satisfied are you with the reliability of the collection service?
 Very satisfied
 Fairly satisfied
 Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
 Fairly dissatisfied
 Very dissatisfied



In your opinion, are collections frequent enough?
 Yes
 No
If you are not satisfied with the number of collections, please state why.






How full usually are the refuse bins when collections take place?
 Empty
 half-full
 full
 don’t know
How often do you see waste on the streets left out for collection at the
wrong times?
 Daily
 Once a week
 Once a month
 Never
Can you think of anything that the Council could do to improve the
standards of the waste collection service?
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Recycling Sack Delivery


Bearing in mind budget restrictions and carbon emissions, would it be
reasonable for residents to receive recycling sacks annually rather
than quarterly?
 Yes
 No

Recycling
 Do you recycle? Yes, No (skip), Sometimes
 How often do you recycle? All the time, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Not
sure
 How convenient do you find recycling? Very Convenient, Convenient,
Neutral, Irritating, Don’t want to do it
 Is there anything that you feel we can do to make recycling easier?
More recycle bins, Make the bin accessible, Make them more visible
using signs, Fine those who neglect
 Do you believe people need to be more educated on the subject of
recycling and know where items go after they have been recycled?
Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither agree or disagree, Disagree Strongly
Disagree;
Street Cleansing


How satisfied are you that your roads are clean enough in your area?
 Very satisfied
 Fairly satisfied
 Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
 Fairly dissatisfied
 Very dissatisfied
If you are not satisfied with the cleansing in your area, please state
why and the location where the problem is.



What do you think is the biggest problem in your area?
 Dog fouling
 Furniture dumping (bulky items of household waste such as
furniture)
 Black bag dumping (sacks or carrier bags of waste)
 Litter (such as from takeaways, pedestrian litter)
 Commercial waste
 Other (please state)



How often do you think your road is swept?
 Daily
 Twice a week
 Once a week
 Fortnightly
 Once a month
 Don’t know
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How often do you think your road should be swept? (bearing in mind
budget restrictions)
 Daily
 Twice a week
 Once a week
 Fortnightly
 Once a month



Are you aware that you can use ordinary litter bins for dog waste?
 Yes
 No

Flytipping


Would you support authorised officers to be able to issue fixed penalty
notices to people who drop litter?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t Know



If there is a flytip in your street, would you prefer:
(a) the council to remove the flytip with no investigation which results
in a quicker clearance
(b) the council to investigate the flytip before clearing, resulting in a
slower clearance



Given that the Council, in common with Authorities across the
country, needs to make financial savings over the next few years, how
would you rank the following changes to services in order of
preference?:
 Streets swept once a week
 Annual recycling sack delivery
 Once a week refuse and recycling collection
 Flytips removed within 1 week



What improvements, if any, would you like to see incorporated into a
future refuse collection contract in relation either to any of the
questions? Please give details.

Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions. If you
would like to provide further feedback by participating in a focus
group, please leave your e-mail address below.
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APPENDIX 2
Borough context
Hammersmith and Fulham is a densely populated inner London borough,
with a mix of dwelling types and tenures, and commercial activity.
Building development will also lead to increases in population. There is a
high level of resident ‘churn’. These factors combine to make engagement
with the community on a sustained basis challenging, and will also
necessitate enhanced services, for example where new-build leads to
increases waste collection and street cleansing services.
Statistics include:









H&F’s population is 182,493– the 6th most densely populated borough
in England. The population is forecast to increase by 23,724 (13%)
between 2011 and 2021.
The current number of households is 85,327 (July 2015), and this is
forecast to increase by 6.65% to 91,000 by 2037.
Student population living in the borough is estimated to be 13,772
The net population churn rate is estimated at 151 persons per 1000.
27% of residents are over 45, 29% between 30 and 44, 26% between
19 and 29 and 18% under 18.
58.5% of households show at least one level of deprivation (1% of the
population show four levels of deprivation).
There are 11,663 (14.5%) people in households which have no
occupants with English as a main language.
H&F provides waste and recycling collections to 1634 businesses (a
60% market share). Businesses are not obliged to use the Council’s
collection services, and this leads to some dumping of unpaid-for
commercial waste on the street, which Serco end up collecting, and
the Council tax payer pays to dispose of.

Another factor is the housing infrastructure.
Property type
Low-rise homes
Houses split into flats
Housing estates (public and private)
Flats above shops (and other hard-to-serve)
Mobile or temporary structures
TOTAL

No. of
households
21,768
34,072
20,874
1,707
34
78,455

Some of this housing stock has limited provision for waste storage, which
in turn often leads to rubbish being dumped on the street. This is a
significant problem borough-wide. Officers have been working with
residents in local areas (in particular Lakeside) to see what action has
most impact. This is resource intensive and unsustainable in the longer
term, and an alternative way needs to be found to hit the root causes of
this anti-social behaviour, and to encourage behavioural change.
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Officers from H&F are joining up with Planners following the recent
LWARB (London Waste and Recycling Board) project on high density
waste storage in new developments. This has led to good practice advice
to ensure that planning applications for new housing stock include
suitable
bin
storage
areas
for
waste
and
recycling
at
http://www.lwarb.gov.uk/page/?identity=research-fund. The problem of
waste storage is also prevalent in existing dwellings, and this issue is
even more difficult to resolve, as there is not always the space to
(re)provide waste storage facilities. Officers are seeing whether this can
be the subject of a new joint project.
Research shows that many authorities improve their recycling
performance, and reduce rubbish on the street, by providing wheeled
bins, and Alternate Weekly Collections (AWC). The 2013 National
‘Review of Kerbside Recycling Collection Schemes in the UK in 2011/12’
report found that:
The top 5 authorities all have the following schemes in common:
 Fortnightly residual waste collections
 Restricted residual waste containment
 Weekly food waste collections (3 Councils operated separate
collections and two co-collected food waste with garden waste)
It is difficult for inner London boroughs to move to similar service
provision: many properties could not contain wheeled bins (and there
may not be the desire to introduce them anyway), but it does need to be
accepted that other forms of waste containment simply do not achieve
similar results.
In this context, H&F is currently performing well in relation to other
authorities, for example:
Measure

H&F

Refuse satisfaction
Recycling satisfaction
Street Cleanliness sat’n

81%
75%
76%

London
average
69%
66%
55%

The above factors influence the way we need to engage with residents.
We need to tailor our communications to the different populations, taking
into account their current attitudes, perceptions, and behaviour, and
consider how infrastructure constraints may influence the way we provide
our services.
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Agenda Item 6

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT & RESIDENTS
SERVICES POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY
COMMITTEE
21 September 2015

AIR QUALITY
Report of the Director for Environmental Health

Open Report

Classification: For PAC Review & Comment
Key Decision: No

Wards Affected: All

Accountable Executive Director: Nicholas Austin, Director for Environmental Health

Report Author: Elizabeth Fonseca,
Environmental Quality Manager

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 8753 3454
E-mail: elizabeth.fonseca@lbhf.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1.

The Council’s 2015 Update and Screening Assessment (USA) Report
reviews air quality data for the pollutants nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and
particulate matter (PM10) and provides an update on the implementation
of actions in the Council’s Air Quality Action Plan.
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1.2.

King’s College London recently published a report on the health impact of
pollution in London which identifies Hammersmith and Fulham as having
the 8th highest percentage of early deaths attributable to poor air quality.

1.3.

The Council is creating a resident-led commission on Air Quality which will
engage with external experts and local residents to examine the causes
and dangers of local air pollution. Rosemary Pettit is chairing this
Commission and an initial meeting has been held with officers from the
Council’s Environmental Health team.

1.4.

Officers will work alongside the Air Quality Commission to incorporate its
findings into the Council’s Air Quality Action Plan which is due for renewal.
This Plan pulls together the many strands of Council activity that can
influence air quality including highways, planning, housing, public health
and environmental protection.

1.5.

The London Mayor’s Air Quality Fund (MAQF) has provided funding for a
number projects within the Borough to tackle poor air quality which are
programmed to complete in April 2016. The second round of funding is
currently accepting bids and the Council is participating in the submission
of relevant bids.

1.6.

A project in Hammersmith & Fulham, Kensington and Chelsea and
Westminster funded by Public Health aimed at mitigating the impact of
poor air quality on vulnerable groups is also being progressed.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

The Committee is asked to note the findings of the air quality Update and
Screening Assessment.

2.2.

The Committee notes the Council’s commitment to cut air pollution and the
development of a revised Air Quality Action Plan

2.3.

The Committee is asked to note the status of the current Mayor’s Air
Quality Fund projects and the proposals for second round of funding for
additional projects to tackle poor air quality in the borough.

3.

REASONS FOR DECISION

3.1.

To drive forward improvement in air quality within the Borough.

4.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

4.1.

There is a heightened national focus on tackling poor air quality following
recent studies showing the significant health and economic impacts from
exposure to nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter

4.2.

The recent report ‘Understanding the Health Impacts of Air Pollution in
London’, published this year by King’s College London, estimates the
percentage of deaths caused by air pollution per year in the borough to be
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8.1% and 15% respectively from nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter
exposure totalling 203 deaths annually.
4.3.

A recent UK Supreme Court judgement could lead to possible national
fines for breaches of the nitrogen dioxide limits which have been occurring
since 2010. The Mayor of London has estimated the fines as potentially
being £300 million per annum in London alone; these fines could be
passed onto Local Authorities.

4.4.

A UK Supreme Court ruling requires Defra to produce a new plan of action
to tack nitrogen dioxide hotspots by Christmas this year.

2015 Updating and Screening Assessment Report
4.5.

The London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham is a designated Air
Quality Management Area which means the Council is required to review,
assess and report on air quality in its area annually.

4.6.

The 2015 Report for LBHF has been accepted and approved by both
Defra and the GLA.

4.7.

The Report found that nitrogen dioxide annual mean limits continue to be
exceeded across the majority of the Borough and that the hourly limit is
likely being exceeded along busy ‘A’ roads and town centres.

4.8.

Limited particulate matter data was collected due to damage to the
monitoring station; no exceedences were identified, but the data that was
collected was insufficient to establish a trend. The monitor has since been
repaired and real-time data is now being logged and reported.

4.9.

The review of the Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) for 2014/15 is included in
this Report and has shown progress across the Council including
sustained uptake of green parking permits and the implementation of a
programme to assist with increasing the provision and uptake of residential
cycle parking. A further progress report on our AQAP is due in April 2016.

LBHF Commission on Air Quality
4.10. The Council takes its responsibility to protect residents from harmful air
pollution seriously. It is creating a resident-led commission on Air Quality,
chaired by Rosemary Pettit that will engage with external experts and local
residents in examining the causes and dangers of local air pollution.
4.11. An introductory meeting took place on 20 August to discuss the role of the
H&F Commission on Air Quality. The following programme for the
Commission was discussed.


The objectives, scope and timing



Recruitment of members



Sectorial and policy officer support



Press and publicity
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How to widely engage with residents, local businesses and other
stakeholders including GPs, the NHS, environmental groups, etc.



How to engage and influence government and the EU



How to implement the commission’s findings

4.12. The Commission will also feed into the Air Quality Action Plan drafting
process, which is currently commencing renewal.
Air Quality Action Plan Status
4.13. The Council has an obligation to maintain an up to date Air Quality Action
Plan (AQAP) under the Environment Act 1995. The existing plan is now
due for renewal. The plan will focus on the following target areas:







Public Health
Building usage and development
Transport: cycling, car and goods vehicle usage
Business and community
Green measures and local improvements
Lobbying and partnerships

4.14. Officers will coordinate development of the Plan which involves public
health, planning, housing, highways and environmental health colleagues.
The timescale for delivery will be coordinated with the work of the Air
Quality Commission to ensure that the processes are aligned. It is
expected to be ready for public consultation in March 2016.

Mayor’s Air Quality Fund
4.15. The London Mayor’s Air Quality Fund (MAQF) provides match funding for
projects to carry out innovative schemes and projects to improve air quality
in the Borough. This funding runs from 2013/14 – 2015/16.
Green Infrastructure
4.16.

The original plans to install a dual Sustainable Urban Drainage Scheme
(SUDS)/Greening project at the Hammersmith Town Centre podium with
the Hammersmith Business Improvement District (BID) fell through. Since
then the focus has moved to creating a greening barrier between vehicle
emissions and pedestrians/cyclists along a stretch of pavement along the
Talgarth Road between Shortlands and Butterwick. Project Centre Limited
were commissioned to design this scheme along with the Council’s SUDS,
Highways, Arboriculture and Parks colleagues. The plans are currently
being finalised for consultation.

Construction Dust Monitoring
4.17.

Lead by King’s College London, this multi-development, multi-borough
project is studying and compiling guidance and standards for best practice
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in demolition and construction across London with a focus in LBHF on the
Earl’s Court Development after cooperation with Capco/Keltbray was
secured.
CMA application around Scrubs Lane:
4.18.

King’s College have been appointed to manage this project which will
include spraying a dust suppressant on waste transfer sites in the Scrubs
Lane area and on the roads nearest to residential properties.

Cleaner Air Better Business:
4.19. Lead by Lambeth/Cross-River Partnership working with the Hammersmith
Business Improvement District (BID), this project has included the
production of ‘apps and widgets’ for businesses to adapt to their branding
to encourage staff to reduce their emissions, choose sustainable and low
emissions services and means of transport. It is also producing a
catalogue of sustainable and low emission standard office equipment and
services.
Public Health funded Air Quality Project
4.20. This project aims to increase poor air quality awareness and improve
hospital discharge referrals targeting the most vulnerable residents specifically people living with cardio vascular disease and respiratory
disease.
4.21.







The four main activities are:
To provide training to health and social care professionals so that they
can deliver brief advice to vulnerable residents
To work with commissioners and providers and embed messages
about air quality and health into service specifications, patient
pathways etc.
To communicate directly with vulnerable population groups in a way
that supports them to take reasonable precautions to protect
themselves against air pollution
To establish a platform and procedures for continuing the work
identified in the three bullet points above to provide resilience and
ensure this work continues past this project.

4.22. A delivery agent, Global Action Plan, were appointed in early September.
This project will run for approximately one year.
5.

PROPOSAL AND ISSUES

Air Quality Action Plan Renewal
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5.1.

Based on publishing a renewed strategy in September 2016, we would
look to commence work on it from October 2015 (after the Air Quality
Commission is established) allowing:


4 months for drafting (September-December);



3 months of consultation internally (January-March);



2 months for public consultation (April-May);



2 months to finalise the document (June-July);



1 month to get it approved (August/September).

Second Round Mayor’s Air Quality Funding
5.2.

The second round of the Mayor’s Air Quality Fund (MAQF2) is to focus on
the reduction of vehicle emissions . The total Fund amount is £8m, £2m of
which will go to establishing two Low Emissions Neighbourhoods (LEN), in
two different selected Boroughs.

5.3.

A LEN is defined as an area based scheme which includes a package of
measures focused on reducing emission delivered by a borough with
support from TfL, GLA and the local community.

5.4.

The Council have bid for £20,000 funding from the GLA to commission a
study into the feasibility of establishing a LEN in Hammersmith Town
Centre. A decision is expected in October. If awarded and if the results of
the study are positive, the Council can bid for up to £1m from the second
round of the Mayor’s Air Quality Fund to match fund the implementation of
the LEN.

5.5.

Local authorities are permitted to bid for one project for match funding and
as many joint bids with other local authorities and external bodies as they
want.

5.6.

Other than the LEN, no borough-only bids are planned.

5.7.

The following joint bids are being considered:



Led by the City of London, a multi-borough bid to reduce idling engines by
carrying out large scale, and preferably London-wide publicity and
campaigns



Joining a multi-borough group (led by either Camden or WestTrans) to
establish a freight hub for use by borough businesses and the Council
where large and more polluting vehicles may transfer goods to smaller
less polluting vehicles to then distribute goods in the borough.



Led by Lambeth, an extension of the Clean Air Better Business project
discussed in paragraph 4.19.

6.

CONSULTATION

6.1.

The Updating and Screening Assessment 2015 will be published in the
public domain via the Council’s website.
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6.2.

The Air Quality Action Plan will be subject to a public consultation, which is
expected to commence early next year.

7.

EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

7.1.

No equalities impact from this proposal

8.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1.

The European Commission has issued the UK with a ‘Letter of Formal
Notice’ for breaching NO2 limit values. Defra wrote to Councils such as
ours where these exceedances have occurred calling for cooperation in
tackling the problem, but also reminding us of government powers that
could require local authorities to pay these EU fines.

8.2.

Implications verified/completed by: Joyce Golder, Principal Solicitor, 020
7361 2181

9.

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS

9.1.

All of the Air Quality projects undertaken have funding in place from
various sources, including the Local Implementation Plan, the Mayor’s Air
Quality Fund and the Public Health Grant.

9.2.

Funding from MAQF has been successfully sourced to run a number of
key air quality projects. Funding of £184,000 has been received between
2013-16 to fund the delivery of these projects.

9.3.

Funding of £16,500 from the Public Health Grant has been allocated to
deliver the Air Quality project.

9.4.

Implications verified/completed by: (Amit Mehta, Principle Accountant,
0208 753 3394).

10.

IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

10.1. Businesses play a key part in reducing the impact of their activities on the
air quality within the Borough. Engagement with business is a key factor
and officers are already working with the Hammersmith Business
Investment District (BID).
10.2. Reducing harmful emissions also has an economic benefit and the
proposed air quality action plan will seek to raise awareness through
engagement with business.
11.

RISK MANAGEMENT

11.1. The Council is at risk of being fined for not meeting defined EU targets and
the passporting of costs may adversely affect the Council, risk number 1
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on the Shared Services Risk Register, Managing Budgets and 8 noncompliance with laws and regulations. The implementation of the action
plan and MAQF projects seeks to reduce air pollution in conjunction with
wider policies taken at a London and Governmental level positively
contributing to the management of Public Health risk, number 5 on the
Risk Register.
11.2. Implications verified by: Michael Sloniowski, Shared Services Risk
Manager, telephone 020 8753 2587.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
None.
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Executive Summary
This latest updating and screening report reviews air quality data collected in 2014
for the strategy pollutants; nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10).
This report has found that exceedences of the nitrogen dioxide
annual mean objective continued in 2014 at the majority of the 16 monitoring
locations in the borough. Exceedences of the hourly nitrogen dioxide objective are
also likely alongside very busy ‘A’ roads and in the town centres. This situation
remains a concern.
In terms of PM10, monitoring is carried out in 1 location, from which we collected
limited data in 2014 due to a vehicle collision with the monitoring station.
The station did not measure an exceedence of the Government’s annual mean
objective although the limited monitoring period does not allow sufficient data to
establish the trend in PM10 at this site.
The potential for new air quality impacts from a range of specified local sources has
been considered, concentrating on assessing any new transport, industrial,
commerical or domestic sources that were not covered by previous assessments. No
new sources have been identified since the Updating and Screening Assessment in
2012. A detailed assessment is not required at this time.
A review of the Air Quality Action plan for the 2014/15 period is included which shows
that progress has been made in a number of areas across the council including
sustained uptake of green parking permits, an increased number of workplace travel
plans. The council has started a programme to assist with residential cycle parking
and 88% of schools have reviewed their travel plan in the last 12 months.
The lack of progress in reducing NO2 levels are of particular concern, given the
substantial reduction needed to meet the objective levels for NO2, in light of the
recent ruling by the Supreme Court. The next stage in terms of air quality review and
assessment work is to prepare and submit a progress report in April 2016.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Description of Local Authority Area

The Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham is located on the western edge of inner
London in a strategic location on the transport routes between the City and
Heathrow. It is the 4th smallest of the London Authorities in geographical area
(1639.7 hectares) and has the 3rd smallest population of the London Boroughs
(181,700 according to 2015 GLA population estimate). It also has the 6th highest
population density of any Local Authority in London. Hammersmith and Fulham has
the highest level of “adults using a cycle in the last month” of the London Boroughs at
23.6% in 2012/13. (London DataStore, 2015)
Much of Hammersmith & Fulham is residential in character and scale although the
northern most part of the borough is more industrial, forming part of the Park Royal
industrial estate and is also the location for a complex network of railway lines,
depots and sidings, including 2 busy rail routes – the Great Western and the West
Coast mainlines. There are also a small number of light industrial processes
authorised by the council, although most of these are made up of dry cleaners and
petrol stations. The borough is also home to Westfield London in Shepherds Bush
town centre, one of the largest shopping centres in the UK, to 3 football teams, a
large exhibition centre at Olympia and is traversed by the A4 and A40, 2 of the
busiest roads in west London.
The main sources of oxides of nitrogen and small particulate emissions in the
borough are road traffic, domestic and commercial gas boilers, trains and small
industrial processes.
Emission sources
The emission sources of pollutants from within the borough are mainly from
transport, residential and commercial activities. A large proportion of the pollution
however arises from beyond the borough’s immediate area including neighbouring
boroughs, the urban area as a whole and further afield from national and European
sources. The contribution of NOx and PM10 from the various sources within the
borough in 2010 is shown in the figures below (produced using data from the London
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory, released in 2013). Changes in the assumptions
used for predicting emissions shows that emissions of NOx from transport are a
bigger proportion than in previous inventories; this is likely to be due to a greater
understanding that emissions reductions are not occurring as expected. For PM10
information is now also available for re-suspension, tyre and brake wear. Other
sources which account for less than one percent are not shown (for NOx these
include aviation, oil, fires, shipping etc).
The latest inventory shows the most significant source of NOx is road transport
followed by gas and construction emissions (based on modelling for 2010). The
most significant source of PM10 from within the borough is road transport (a
combination of exhaust and road/tyre breakdown); however the next most important
source is re-suspended materials and Non Road Mobile Machinery (note this will be
based on assumptions regarding the level of construction activity in the borough).
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The charts below and overleaf focussing on transport emissions, show the
breakdown of emissions of NOx and PM10 from different vehicle and fuel types.
These show that emissions from diesel vehicles account for almost 90% of transport
emissions of NOx and 90% of tail pipe emissions of PM10. Additionally for PM10 the
total emissions which include tyre and brake wear emissions are also estimated as
these are now included in the latest inventory.
For NOx, cars (not including Taxis) are the main source at 34% of the total; however
diesel fuelled cars contribute the larger fraction of this (21% of the total). Car sources
are followed closely by buses (22%), then heavy duty vehicles (19% combining rigid
and artic lorries), diesel LGV (12%), coaches (7%) and taxis (5%), as the main
sources. While diesel cars (36%), diesel LGVs (24%) are the two main sources of
exhaust emissions of PM10 .
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1.1

Purpose of Progress Report

1.2

Purpose of Report

This report fulfils the requirements of the Local Air Quality Management process as
set out in Part IV of the Environment Act (1995), the Air Quality Strategy for England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 2007 and the relevant Policy and Technical
Guidance documents. The LAQM process places an obligation on all local authorities
to regularly review and assess air quality in their areas, and to determine whether or
not the air quality objectives are likely to be achieved. Where exceedences are
considered likely, the local authority must then declare an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA) and prepare an Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) setting out the
measures it intends to put in place in pursuit of the objectives.

The objective of this Updating and Screening Assessment is to identify any matters
that have changed which may lead to risk of an air quality objective being exceeded.
A checklist approach and screening tools are used to identify significant new sources
or changes and whether there is a need for a Detailed Assessment. The USA report
should provide an update of any outstanding information requested previously in
Review and Assessment reports.

1.3

Air Quality Objectives

The air quality objectives applicable to LAQM in England are set out in the Air
Quality (England) Regulations 2000 (SI 928), The Air Quality (England) (Amendment)
Regulations 2002 (SI 3043), and are shown in Table 1.1. This table shows the
objectives in units of microgrammes per cubic metre µg/m3 (milligrammes per cubic
metre, mg/m3 for carbon monoxide) with the number of exceedences in each year
that are permitted (where applicable).
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Table 1.1 Air Quality Objectives included in Regulations for the purpose of
LAQM in England
Pollutant

Benzene

Air Quality Objective
Concentration
Measured as
Running annual
16.25 µg/m3
mean

Date to be
achieved by
31.12.2003

5.00 µg/m3

Running annual
mean

31.12.2010

1,3-Butadiene

2.25 µg/m3

Running annual
mean

31.12.2003

Carbon monoxide

10.0 mg/m3

Running 8-hour
mean

31.12.2003

0.5 µg/m3
0.25 µg/m3
200 µg/m3 not to be
exceeded more than
18 times a year
40 µg/m3
50 µg/m3, not to be
exceeded more than
35 times a year
40 µg/m3

Annual mean
Annual mean

31.12.2004
31.12.2008

1-hour mean

31.12.2005

Annual mean

31.12.2005

24-hour mean

31.12.2004

Annual mean

31.12.2004

1-hour mean

31.12.2004

24-hour mean

31.12.2004

15-minute mean

31.12.2005

Lead

Nitrogen dioxide

Particles (PM10)
(gravimetric)

3

Sulphur dioxide

LAQM USA 2015

350 µg/m , not to be
exceeded more than
24 times a year
125 µg/m3, not to be
exceeded more than
3 times a year
266 µg/m3, not to be
exceeded more than
35 times a year
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1.4

Summary of Previous Review and Assessments

The whole of Hammersmith & Fulham was designated as an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA) in 2000 for two pollutants – nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particles (PM10).
This was because the first stage of the review and assessment process had shown
that exceedences of the objectives for these pollutants were likely over large areas,
particularly next to the busy road network that traverses the borough. There was no
need to designate any area as an AQMA for any of the other pollutants as all of the
targets for 1,3-butadiene, carbon monoxide, lead, sulphur dioxide and benzene were
shown to be likely to be achieved.
Having declared the AQMA, a more detailed assessment was carried out in the
borough which confirmed the AQMA designation and then work started on drafting
and implementing the Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP), which was adopted in April
2003. Progress with the Plan has been reviewed annually since 2004.
Updating and Screening Assessments (USAs) have also been completed (in 2004,
2006, 2009 and 2012), all of which concluded that the original whole borough AQMA
should remain. The 2004 USA showed that further investigations were necessary for
2 pollutants: (i) benzene (around a service station next to a busy road in Fulham) and
(ii) PM10 (in the industrialised part of the borough around Scrubs Lane). Results from
these assessments have been reported previously and showed that no further
actions were required. The 2006 USA concluded that exceedences of the NO2 and
PM10 objectives were very likely to continue, requiring the AQMA to remain in place,
but no Detailed Assessments were required. The 2009 and 2012 USAs concluded
that it was appropriate to keep the AQMA in place, although it was recognised that
there may be a more consistent level of compliance developing, particularly in
relation to the PM10 objectives.
For all other pollutants (1,3-butadiene, Carbon Monoxide, Lead, Sulphur Dioxide), the
USAs have concluded that the Air Quality Strategy objectives were likely to be met
by the required dates, so no further action was required to control emissions of these
pollutants.
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Figure 1.1 Map of AQMA Boundary (whole borough)
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2

New Monitoring Data

2.1

Summary of Monitoring Undertaken

2.1.1

Automatic Monitoring Sites

The council’s air quality monitoring station in Shepherds Bush town centre began
measuring NO2 and PM10 in November 2011. A full set of data for 2012 is available,
however 100% data capture was not possible from this station in 2013 and 2014, the
reason for this is included in Section 2.2.

Figure 2.1 Map of Automatic Monitoring Site
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Table 2.1 Details of Automatic Monitoring Site

Site Name
HF4

Site Type

X OS Grid
Ref

Shepherd’s

Urban

Bush

Roadside

Y OS Grid
Ref

Pollutants
Monitored

In AQMA?

Monitoring
Technique
TEOM /

523313

179900

Y

Chemiluminescence

Page 44
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Relevant
Exposure?
(Y/N with
distance
(m) to
relevant
exposure)

Distance to
kerb of
nearest
road
(N/A if not
applicable)

Does this location
represent worstcase exposure?

Y(1m)

2.0

Y

London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham
2.1.2

Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites

During 2014, 15 diffusion tubes were used to monitor NO2 levels at 8 roadside sites
and 7 background sites, as shown in the map and table below. Five new sites (2
background and 3 roadside) were added in July 2013 to improve the coverage of the
borough.
Figure 2.2 Map of Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites
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Table 2.2 Details of Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites
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Site Name

Site Type

Addison
Gardens
Bryony
Road
Eel Brook
Common
Fulham
Broadway
Hammersmith
Broadway
Radipole
Road
Talgarth
Road
Uxbridge
Road
Westway
A40
Wulfstan
Street

Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background

LAQM USA 2015

Relevant
Is
Exposure?
Distance
Does this
Monitoring
(Y/N with
to Kerb of Location
Co-located
distance
Nearest
X OS Grid Y OS Grid Pollutants
In
Represent
with a
(m) from
Road (m)
Reference Reference Monitored AQMA?
WorstContinuous monitoring
(N/A if not
Case
Analyser
site to
applicable) Exposure?
(Y/N)
relevant
exposure)
523813

179491

NO2

Y

N

Y (5m)

1m

N

522479

180656

NO2

Y

N

Y (6m)

1m

N

525413

176828

NO2

Y

N

N

50m

N

525197

177302

NO2

Y

N

Y (15m)

2m

Y

523327

178484

NO2

Y

N

N

4m

Y

524680

176880

NO2

Y

N

Y (4m)

1m

N

524150

178363

NO2

Y

N

Y (14m)

1m

Y

522861

180061

NO2

Y

N

Y (3m)

1m

N

522548

180960

NO2

Y

N

Y (20m)

3m

Y

521984

181132

NO2

Y

N

Y (13m)

1m

N
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Site Name

Cardross
street
Fulham
Palace Road
Lillie Road

Page 47

North End
Road
Waldo Road

Site Type

Relevant
Is
Exposure?
Distance
Does this
Monitoring
(Y/N with
to Kerb of Location
Co-located
distance
X OS Grid Y OS Grid Pollutants
In
Nearest
Represent
with a
(m) from
Reference Reference Monitored AQMA?
Road (m)
WorstContinuous monitoring
(N/A if not
Case
Analyser
site to
applicable) Exposure?
(Y/N)
relevant
exposure)

Urban
522750
Background
Urban Roadside
Urban Roadside
Urban Roadside
Urban Background

179150

NO2

Y

N

Y (3m)

1m

N

523890

176970

NO2

Y

N

Y (6m)

1m

Y

524620

177680

NO2

Y

N

Y (4m)

1m

Y

524770

178150

NO2

Y

N

Y (13m)

1m

Y

522550

182790

NO2

Y

N

Y (4m)

1m

N

The lab supplying and analysing the diffusion tubes is Gradko, who use a 50% TEA in acetone preparation method. Full details of
QA/QC procedures are included in Appendix A.
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2.2

Comparison of Monitoring Results with Air Quality
Objectives

2.2.1

Nitrogen Dioxide

Automatic Monitoring Data
Unfortunately the data capture for HF4 was only 21% for 2014 due to the site being
involved in a vehicle collision mid-way through 2013.
During the period of reinstatement the council co-ordinated major groundworks and
the removal of site services for health and safety reasons. This was followed by the
reinstatement of underground earthing cables, power cables and electrical services.
When the electrical services had been reinstated contractors were instructed to
reinstate the air quality analysers to the new monitoring station housing – a second
hand cabin was purchased. Onsite testing was then undertaken by our data
management unit and LSOs to ensure that the required Quality Assurance/Quality
Control specification had been reached so that the site could rejoin the London Air
Quality Network (LAQN).The station was recommissioned at the beginning of Oct
2014 and operational from the 18th October.
The annual mean data has not been annualised as the technical guidance for air
quality states that the procedure should only be used if there is at least 3 months
data available. Less than 3 months monitoring for NO2 was achieved in 2014.
Consequently limited information can be drawn from the automatic monitoring data
presented in Table 2.3. Table 2.4 shows that the 99.8th percentile of 1-hour mean
concentrations does not exceed 200µg/m3 and that there were 0 exceedences of the
200µg/m3 hourly mean within the 2.5 month monitoring period.
Shepherds Bush Green is a very busy location. There are 4 lanes of traffic
immediately adjacent to the monitoring station and this road is also a major bus
route. The data shows an increase in annual mean concentration from 2013,
however due to the very low data capture this increase may not accurately represent
air quality conditions. The site can be considered to be representative of relevant
public exposure as it is located in Shepherds Bush town centre where residents and
visitors could be exposed both in the short and long term.
As the monitoring station was only established at this site late in 2011, limited data
from previous years is available and 2013 and 2014 have both experienced low data
capture due to a vehicle collision with the monitoring unit.
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Table 2.3 Results of Automatic Monitoring of Nitrogen Dioxide: Comparison with Annual Mean Objective
Valid Data
Annual Mean Concentration µg/m3
Capture for
Valid Data
Capture 2014
Within
period of
AQMA?
monitoring %a
%b
2010
2011
2012
2013 c
2014
Site ID
Site Type
HF4
Roadside
Y
99
21
No data
No data
92
76.2
80.3
a
i.e. data capture for the monitoring period.
b
i.e. data capture for the full calendar year
c
Means “annualised” as in Box 3.2 of TG(09), as monitoring was not carried out for the full year.
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Table 2.4 Results of Automatic Monitoring for Nitrogen Dioxide: Comparison with 1-hour mean Objective
Valid Data
Number of Exceedences of Hourly Mean (200 µg/m3)
Capture for
Valid Data
Capture 2014
Within
period of
AQMA?
monitoring %a
%b
2010
2011
2012
2013 c
2014 c
Site ID
Site Type
HF4
Roadside
Y
99
21
No data
No data
74
11(203.1) 0 (179.1)
a
data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year.
b
data capture for the full calendar year
c
The 99.8th percentile of hourly means in brackets, as the period of valid data is less than 90%
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Diffusion Tube Monitoring Data
Five new NO2 diffusion tubes sites were established in the Borough in July 2013.
There are now 15 NO2 diffusion tube sites in total. Results are shown in Table 2.5,
alongside results from the previous 4 years in Table 2.6. The data is adjusted to take
into account any potential difference between continuous monitoring and the diffusion
tube methods. The bias adjustment factor is calculated by Bureau Veritas using data
collected at the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea AURN affiliated site (this
local bias adjustment factor was chosen over the National Bias Adjustment Factor as
it is considered to be more representative of local conditions). The bias adjustment
factor for 2014 has been calculated as 1.03. Details of the analytical laboratory and
bias adjustment methodology are described in Appendix A.
In 2014, 1 out of 7 Background sites failed to meet the annual mean objective. All
Roadside sites exceeded the annual mean targets with 3 out of the 8 sites showing
annual mean concentrations that indicate that the hourly target could also have been
exceeded (Fulham Broadway, Hammersmith Broadway and the Westway).
All sites showed reduced levels of NO2 in 2014 than in 2013. Although of the 10
locations which were present in 2012, 4 sites recorded higher levels than in 2012,
these sites were Hammersmith Broadway, Wulfstan Street, Westway A40 and
Uxbridge Road.
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Table 2.5 Results of Nitrogen Dioxide Diffusion Tubes in 2014

Site
ID

Location

Site Type

HF44

Hammersmith
Broadway
Eel Brook
Common

HF45

Bryony Rd

Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside

HF32
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HF47

HF53

Wulfstan St
Fulham
Broadway
Addison
Gardens

HF54

Westway A40

HF61

Uxbridge Rd

HF50

HF63

Talgarth Rd

HF66

Radipole Rd

HF62
HF65
HF48

Cardross Street
Fulham Palace
Road
Lillie Road

Within
AQMA?
Y

Data
Capture
Triplicate
2014
(Number
or
Collocated of Months
Tube
or %)
N

12

Data with
less than 9
months has
been
annualised
(Y/N)

Confirm if
data has
been
distance
corrected
(Y/N)
N

n/a

Annual mean
concentration
(Bias Adjustment
factor = 1.03)
2014 (µ
µg/m3)
78.83

N
Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

29.61
N
35.11
N

Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

46.01
N
64.97
N

Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

11

n/a

32.53
N
80.67
N
45.81
N

Y

N

11

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

56.10
N
33.24
N

Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

31.81
N
N

Y

N

12

57.69
49.08

n/a
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Site
ID

Location

Site Type

HF64

North End
Road

HF60

Waldo Road

Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background

Within
AQMA?

Data
Capture
Triplicate
2014
or
(Number
Collocated of Months
Tube
or %)

Data with
less than 9
months has
been
annualised
(Y/N)

Y

N

12

n/a

Y

N

12

n/a

Confirm if
data has
been
distance
corrected
(Y/N)
N

Annual mean
concentration
(Bias Adjustment
factor = 1.03)

N

39.24

2014 (µ
µg/m3)
58.59

Bold text indicates an exceedence of the NO2 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3. Underlined text indicates an annual mean >
60µg/m3, which could lead to a potential exceedence of the NO2 hourly mean AQS objective.
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Table 2.6 Results of Nitrogen Dioxide Diffusion Tubes (2010 to 2014)
2010*
Site
ID
HF32
HF44
HF45
HF47
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HF50
HF53
HF54
HF61
HF63
HF66
HF62
HF65
HF48

Site Type
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Roadside
Urban
Background
Urban
Background
Urban
Road-side
Urban
Road-side

Annual mean concentration (adjusted for bias) µg/m3
2011*
2012*
2013*

2014

Within
AQMA?

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 0.93)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor =0.94)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.01)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.14)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.03)

Y

72

64

77

89.55

78.83

Y

33

26

35

37.89

29.61

Y

35

27

36

42.60

35.11

Y

38

35

41

49.66

46.01

Y

64

61

71

75.34

64.97

Y

34

27

36

41.61

32.53

Y

70

54

77

98.42

80.67

Y

42

35

43

50.10

45.81

Y

59

48

56

65.16

56.10

Y

34

27

33

38.07

33.24

Y

-

-

-

34.69a

31.81

Y

-

-

-

63.60a

57.69

Y

-

-

-

50.47a

49.08
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2010*
Site
ID
HF64

HF60

Site Type
Urban
Road-side
Urban
Background

Annual mean concentration (adjusted for bias) µg/m3
2011*
2012*
2013*

2014

Within
AQMA?

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 0.93)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor =0.94)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.01)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.14)

(Bias Adjustment
Factor = 1.03)

Y

-

-

-

64.64a

58.59

Y

-

-

-

42.80a

39.24

Bold text indicates an exceedence of the NO2 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3. Underlined text indicates an annual mean > 60µg/m3,
which could lead to a potential exceedence of the NO2 hourly mean AQS objective. a indicates that the means have been “annualised” as full
calendar year data capture is less than 75%.
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Figure 2.4 shows the annual mean NO2 concentration trends over the last 5 years at 10 diffusion tube sites. The results from 2013 for
the five new diffusion tube sites are not included on the chart due to only one year and 6 months data being available.
As expected, the lowest concentrations tend to be found each year at the Background sites (Addison Gardens, Eel Brook Common,
and Radipole Road), most of which have met the 40 µg/m3 annual mean objective in recent years.
The highest concentrations continue to be found in the town centres (Hammersmith Broadway and Fulham Broadway) and alongside
the busiest roads such as the Westway A40. As well as exceeding the annual mean objective, these sites could also exceed the
short-term hourly objective.
All sites are representative of relevant public exposure, mostly being residential streets, town centre areas or public parks.
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Figure 2.4 Trends in Annual Mean Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrations measured at Diffusion Tube Monitoring Sites

Nitrogen dioxide diffusion tube concentrations between 2010-2014
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2.2.2

PM10

As shown in Tables 2.7 and 2.8, the automatic monitoring station did not measure an
exceedence of the Government’s annual mean objective or daily PM10 objective in
2014.
The data capture for HF4 was 8% for 2014 due to the site being involved in a vehicle
collision mid-way through the monitoring year. The PM10 automatic monitor was only
operational from the 3rd through to the end of December. The annual mean data has
not been annualised in accordance with the Technical Guidance as the guidance
advises this is not appropriate for monitoring periods of less than 3 months.
The data presented here have been adjusted to gravimetric equivalent, using the
Volatile Correction Method developed by King’s College London. The data was
adjusted using the Volatile Correction Model web portal and used FDMS data from
Westminster, Horseferry Road (WM0), Kensington and Chelsea, Cromwell Road
(KC2) and an average of the remaining FDMS sites within range.
The site can be considered to be representative of relevant public exposure as it is
located in Shepherds Bush town centre where residents and visitors could be
exposed both in the short and long term.
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Table 2.7 Results of Automatic Monitoring of PM10: Comparison with Annual Mean Objective

Site
ID

Site
Type

HF4

Roadside

a
b

Confirm
Valid Data Valid
Gravimetric
Capture for Data
Within monitoring Capture Equivalent
(Y or NA)
AQMA? Period %a 2014 %b
99
(3rd-31st
8%
Y
Y
December
2014)

Annual Mean Concentration µg/m3
2010

2011

2012

2013 c

2014

No data

No data

38

36.4

26.5

i.e. data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year.
i.e. data capture for the full calendar year
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Table 2.8 Results of Automatic Monitoring for PM10: Comparison with 24-hour mean Objective

Site
ID

Site Type

HF4

Roadside

Valid Data
Capture
Valid
for
Data
Within monitoring Capture
AQMA? Period %a 2014 %b
99
8%
(3rd-31st
Y
December
2014)

Number of Exceedences of 24-Hour Mean (50 µg/m3)
Confirm
Gravimetric
Equivalent
Y

2010

2011

2012

2013 c

2014 c

No data

No data

67

33(59.5)

0(38.2)

a

i.e. data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year.
i.e. data capture for the full calendar year
c
90th percentile of 24-hour means in brackets, where data capture is less than 90%
b
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2.2.3

Sulphur Dioxide

There was no sulphur dioxide monitoring in Hammersmith & Fulham in 2014.

2.2.4

Benzene

There was no benzene monitoring in Hammersmith & Fulham in 2013.
2.2.5

Other pollutants monitored

No other pollutants were monitored in Hammersmith & Fulham in 2013.
2.2.6

Summary of Compliance with AQS Objectives

Hammersmith and Fulham council has examined the results from monitoring in the
borough.
Nitrogen dioxide
For NO2, exceedences of the annual mean objective continue at all roadside sites
being monitored, with the hourly mean objective very likely to be exceeded at the
busiest locations. Four of the 16 monitoring locations recorded annual means above
60ug m3. One of the background locations failed to meet the annual mean objective.
Concentrations were lower than in 2013 but results at 4 sites showed increased
concentrations compared to 2012. There is no clear trend in concentrations.
PM10
For PM10, the limited data collected for the year showed that both the daily and
annual mean objectives have been met at the council’s roadside site. However, the
amount of data collected is not sufficient to establish that the PM10 objectives have
been achieved.
It is likely that there are other locations in the borough that are close to or above the
objective level for the daily mean objective, but we are only able to comment on
those areas where monitoring is in place.
Given the levels recorded, the whole borough AQMA will remain in place for now for
this pollutant. No Detailed Assessment is required at this stage.
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3

Road Traffic Sources

3.1

Narrow Congested Streets with Residential
Properties Close to the Kerb

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been followed (as outlined in LAQM
Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new congested streets have been identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/newly identified
congested streets with a flow above 5,000 vehicles per day and residential properties
close to the kerb, that have not been adequately considered in previous rounds of
Review and Assessment.

3.2

Busy Streets Where People May Spend 1-hour or
More Close to Traffic

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been followed (as outlined in LAQM
Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new busy streets have been identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/newly identified
busy streets where people may spend 1 hour or more close to traffic.

3.3

Roads with a High Flow of Buses and/or HGVs.

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been followed (as outlined in LAQM
Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new roads with a high flow of buses and or
HGVs have been identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/newly identified
roads with high flows of buses/HDVs.
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3.4

Junctions

The Defra Updating & Screening Assessment checklist has been followed (as outlined in
LAQM Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new busy junctions have been
identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/newly identified
busy junctions/busy roads.

3.5

New Roads Constructed or Proposed Since the Last
Round of Review and Assessment

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been followed (as outlined in LAQM
Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no newly constructed roads have been
identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/proposed roads.

3.6

Roads with Significantly Changed Traffic Flows

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been outlined in LAQM Technical
Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new roads with significantly changed traffic flows have
been identified

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new/newly identified
roads with significantly changed traffic flows.

3.7

Bus and Coach Stations

The Defra Updating and Screening Checklist has been followed (as
outlined in LAQM Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(09)) and no new bus/coach stations
have been identified.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no relevant bus stations in
the Local Authority area.
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4

Other Transport Sources

4.1

Airports

There is no airport within Hammersmith or Fulham or within a distance of 1000m so there
is no relevant exposure due to aircraft emissions. Emissions from aircraft flying over the
borough do not have any significant impact on ground level concentrations.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no airports in the Local
Authority area.

4.2

Railways (Diesel and Steam Trains)

4.2.1

Stationary Trains

There are no stations in the borough that are used by diesel or steam trains. Diesel
trains used to stop at Kensington Olympia but these have been phased out. The
sidings and depots in the north of the Borough are isolated from residential areas and
are not used regularly by diesel or steam trains.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no locations where diesel
or steam trains are regularly stationary for periods of 15 minutes or more, with
potential for relevant exposure within 15m.

4.2.2

Moving Trains

The First Great Western service running from Paddington to Swansea runs through the
borough and this has been identified as a line where emissions from diesel Intercity
trains need to be considered. However, as highlighted in the council’s previous USA, the
track does not pass within close proximity to residential properties.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no locations with a large
number of movements of diesel locomotives, and potential long-term relevant
exposure within 30m.
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4.3

Ports (Shipping)

The borough’s southern boundary is the River Thames and several wharves remain
in operation. However, in terms of the size of the vessels and the number in
operation specified in guidance document LAQM.TG09, assessments are only likely
to be necessary for large commercial ports where 5,000+ movements of large ships
such as ferries, container ships etc are common. The level of shipping activity and
types of vessels using the Thames in this area are well outside the level which
requires further assessment.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no ports or shipping that
meet the specified criteria within the Local Authority area.
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5

Industrial Sources

5.1

Industrial Installations

5.1.1

New or Proposed Installations for which an Air Quality Assessment
has been Carried Out

There are no relevant industrial processes that have become operational or that have
been given planning permission since the last round of review and assessment.
Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new or proposed
industrial installations for which planning approval has been granted within its area or
nearby in a neighbouring authority.

5.1.2

Existing Installations where Emissions have Increased Substantially
or New Relevant Exposure has been Introduced

There are no relevant existing industrial processes that meet this criteria.
Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no industrial installations
with substantially increased emissions or new relevant exposure in their vicinity
within its area or nearby in a neighbouring authority.

5.1.3

New or Significantly Changed Installations with No Previous Air
Quality Assessment

There are no relevant existing industrial processes that meet this criteria.
Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no new or proposed
industrial installations for which planning approval has been granted within its area or
nearby in a neighbouring authority.
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5.2

Major Fuel (Petrol) Storage Depots

There are no major petrol storage depots in the Borough.
There are no major fuel (petrol) storage depots within the Local Authority area.

5.3

Petrol Stations

The potential for emissions from petrol stations to affect local air quality has been
assessed before, including a detailed assessment of one petrol station in the Borough.
The assessment showed that no further action was required. There are no new petrol
stations in the Borough that need to be assessed for this USA report.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no petrol stations meeting
the specified criteria.

5.4

Poultry Farms

There are no poultry farms in the Borough.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no poultry farms meeting
the specified criteria.
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6

Commercial and Domestic Sources

6.1

Biomass Combustion – Individual Installations

The council is not aware of biomass combustion from any individual larger
installations.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no biomass combustion
plant in the Local Authority area.

6.2

Biomass Combustion – Combined Impacts

The council is aware of only one biomass installation which is less than 50kw that
may be operational, so combined impacts of biomass installations have not been
considered.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no biomass combustion
plant in the Local Authority area.

6.3

Domestic Solid-Fuel Burning

The whole borough is covered by a smoke control area and local knowledge and
professional judgement indicates that significant domestic burning of solid fuels is not
undertaken across the local authority area.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no areas of significant
domestic fuel use in the Local Authority area.
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7

Fugitive or Uncontrolled Sources

A detailed assessment was carried out in 2005 for PM10 emissions from existing
processes in the industrialised part of the borough with the intention of determining
whether or not they are making a significant contribution to PM10 levels in the local
area. In summary, only a small amount of PM10 was identified as being possibly from
the neighbouring industrial estate. The main source of emissions was an authorised
process that closed down after the Detailed Assessment was completed.

There are no other existing processes with substantially increased emissions of
PM10 within the borough or in neighbouring local authority areas since the last round
of review and assessment.

Hammersmith and Fulham Council confirms that there are no potential sources of
fugitive particulate matter emissions in the Local Authority area.
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8

Conclusions and Proposed Actions

8.1

Conclusions from New Monitoring Data

The new monitoring data for 2014 shows that exceedences of the NO2 annual mean
objective continued at roadside sites, with some also likely to be exceeding the
hourly mean objective as well. Concentrations were lower than in 2013 but 4 sites
showed increased concentrations than in 2012, there is no clear trend.

Only a small amount of monitoring was completed for PM10, so it is not possible to
draw any conclusions in this report. Further assessment of PM10 levels in the
borough will be possible in the next Progress Report of 2016 when more data will be
available.

8.2

Conclusions from Assessment of Sources

The potential for air quality impacts from a range of specific sources has been
considered, concentrating on assessing any new sources that were not covered by
previous assessments. The whole Borough is already declared as an Air Quality
Management Area for NO2 and PM10and there are no new significant sources of
these pollutants that would require a detailed assessment.

8.3

Proposed Actions

The Updating and Screening Assessment has not identified the need to increase
monitoring of pollutants at any location and there is no need at this stage to carry out
a detailed assessment at any location or for a particular source or make changes to
the AQMA. The next stage in terms of air quality review and assessment work is to
prepare and submit the next Progress Report, including an air quality action plan
review in April 2016.
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Appendices
Appendix A: QA:QC Data

Diffusion Tube Bias Adjustment Factors
The NO2 diffusion tubes used for the passive monitoring work are supplied and
analysed by Gradko International Ltd. The preparation method used is 50% TEA v/v
in Acetone. The bias adjustment factor for the 2014 data is 1.03. Further details are
provided below.
Factor from Local Co-location Studies (if available)
The council does not have any NO2 diffusion tubes co-located with its real-time
monitoring station. However a local bias adjustment factor calculated using data from
the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea AURN affiliated site at North
Kensington was chosen to be used rather than the National Bias Adjustment Factor.
Discussion of Choice of Factor to Use
The bias adjustment factor is calculated by Bureau Veritas using data collected at the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea AURN affiliated site (this local bias
adjustment factor was chosen over the National Bias Adjustment Factor as it is
considered to be more representative of local conditions). The bias adjustment factor
for 2014 has been calculated as 1.03.
PM Monitoring Adjustment
All PM10 data presented in this report have been corrected to gravimetric equivalent
using the Volatile Correction Model.
Short-term to Long-term Data adjustment
No data adjustment of this type is included in this report.
QA/QC of Automatic Monitoring
The council’s automatic monitoring station is part of the London Air Quality Network
(LAQN), which is run by the Environmental Research Group at King’s College
London. All real-time data from the monitoring station is therefore independently
collected and validated on a daily basis. A combination of automatic and manual
checks is used to assess data, identify and diagnose potential equipment faults and
adjust data to take account of calibration tests. Automatic overnight calibrations are
supplemented with regular manual calibrations of analysers. The procedures used
conform to the requirements of the UK Automatic Urban and Rural Network
Management and Co-ordination Units.
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All data is also formally ratified. During this process the validation decisions can be
ratified with the benefit of hindsight and using greater information, such as service
records, calibration records and the results of station audits. Station audits are
carried out every 6 months by the National Physical Laboratory, which is UKCAS
(United Kingdom Accreditation Service) accredited.
QA/QC of Diffusion Tube Monitoring
Diffusion tube analysis is carried out in Gradko’s UKAS accredited laboratory.
Laboratory preparation and analysis of the tubes is strictly controlled and Gradko
participate in 2 major independent schemes to assess their performance.
1) Workplace Analysis Scheme for Proficiency (WASP) and AIR PT
Gradko participates in the AIR proficiency testing for NO2 diffusion tube scheme on a
quarterly basis. AIR PT is a new scheme, started in April 2014, operated by LGC
Standards and supported by the Health and Safety Laboratory (HSL). AIR PT has
combined two long running proficiency testing schemes LGC Standards. STACKS
PT scheme and HSL WASP PT scheme. AIR is a recognised performance-testing
programme for labs undertaking NO2 diffusion tube analysis as part of the UK NO2
monitoring network. Further information on proficiency testing can be found at Defra’s
Local Air Quality Management webpages.
Table - Gradko International Laboratory Summary Performance for WASP/ AIR
NO2 PT Rounds 124 and 001,003 and 004, 2014
WASP Round
WASP R124
Round
January-March
conducted
in 2014
this period
Gradko
100%
International

AIR PT AR001
April-May 2014

AIR PT AR003
July-August
2014

AIR PT AR004
OctoberNovember 2014

100%

100%

100%

2) Network Field Inter-comparison Exercise
This exercise is operated by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and tests the
performance of the diffusion tubes and lab analysis procedures and involves the
regular exposure of a triplet of tubes at an Automatic Urban Network (AUN) site
where real-time NO2 levels are also measured using a chemiluminescent analyser.
Gradko operates well within the required level of performance in terms of accuracy
and precision, as shown by the results below. The NPL performance criterion for
precision is that the mean coefficient of variation for the full year should not exceed
10%, should this be achieved the precision is given a score of ‘good’.
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Table- Summary of NO2 Network Field Inter-Comparison Results 2014
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Appendix B: Automatic Site Monitoring Results 2014
3
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Nitrogen Dioxide diffusion tube results 2014 µg/m (unadjusted)
Jan
Feb
Mar
Site Codes
81.35
74.89
85.77
HF32
Hammersmtih Broadway
38.38
26.44
41.42
HF44
Eel Brook Common
41.16
34.09
41.30
HF45
Bryony Rd
50.64
43.73
49.88
HF47
Wulfstan St
60.19
69.41
63.32
HF50
Fulham Broadway
37.90
31.11
40.17
HF53
Addison Gardens
35.42
51.65
92.70
HF54
Westway A40
47.15
41.13
46.17
HF61
Uxbridge Rd
56.54
44.79
61.82
HF63
Talgarth Rd
39.08
34.90
42.17
HF66
Radipole Rd
35.72
30.91
40.61
HF62
Cardross Street
71.93
60.67
67.28
HF65
Fulham Palace Road
51.30
57.20
58.52
HF64
North End Road
76.16
43.77
60.38
HF48
Lillie Road
46.17
41.11
43.65
HF60
Waldo Road
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April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

72.89

77.02

81.44

76.70

66.43

87.38

75.70

75.70

63.15

26.58

25.60

27.97

22.28

19.34

35.54

26.65

26.65

28.07

33.82

28.28

28.97

28.06

23.35

40.02

35.69

35.69

38.58

40.50

40.67

40.82

40.33

39.29

47.53

49.91

49.91

42.81

53.35

55.17

56.80

56.59

60.19

60.17

79.26

79.26

63.25

33.34

29.46

33.57

31.44

25.44

41.30

20.21

20.21

34.82

84.34

77.46

106.58

105.44

67.83

124.25

64.32

64.32

65.50

44.28

41.37

40.26

52.29

42.56

42.56

46.57

59.52

54.75

63.96

62.93

47.49

51.85

51.85

43.58

30.09

25.51

28.21

25.41

21.07

39.73

34.41

34.41

32.23

29.53

22.64

27.19

24.51

23.54

36.73

32.50

32.50

34.22

50.15

67.56

46.88

42.17

35.59

51.56

61.75

61.75

54.81

55.51

62.07

57.65

47.42

46.74

65.47

62.75

62.75

55.20

40.70

43.14

42.83

37.01

32.44

52.40

49.24

49.24

44.50

34.70

30.78

29.47

29.03

37.68

39.97

38.31

38.31

48.04

44.92
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Annual mean
76.53
28.74
34.08
44.67
63.08
31.58
78.32
44.48
54.46
32.27
30.88
56.01
56.88
47.65
38.10
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Appendix C: Action Plan Progress
Action
Plan
Measure

Original
Timescale

Previously reported Progress

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

a) The London Plan includes a policy that requires
1 in 5 parking spaces in major new developments
to provide an electrical charging point to
encourage the uptake of electric vehicles. This
policy is implemented by the council.

a) The London Plan policy continues to be
implemented by the Council.

REDUCING EMISSIONS AT SOURCE
1. Encourage
improved
availability of
alternative fuels

Summer 2003

a) There continues to be 2 service stations in the
borough where forecourt LPG is available – BP
Connect on Talgarth Road by Hammersmith Flyover
and BP Connect Shepherd’s Bush Green.
b) Six electric vehicle charging points were installed
as part of the SWELTRAC project (2 points at 3
sites: Hammersmith Hospital, Charing Cross
Hospital and Kings Mall Shopping Centre). There
are also 30 Charging points at the Westfield
shopping centre in Shepherds Bush.
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c) Diesel vehicles continue to use 5% biodiesel fuel.
Fleet MOT emissions tests have shown a reduction
in smoke emissions.

2. Provide
incentives for
use of
alternative fuels

From Summer
2003 onwards

3. Promote
travel plans to
encourage a
switch to low
emission
vehicles

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

4. Reduce
emissions from
the council fleet

Ongoing from
2002

a) Impacts are difficult to assess – BP does not like
to provide sales figures for LPG or any off their fuels
due to commercial confidentiality.
b) 650 ‘green’ parking permits issued for electric,
gas or dual fuel cars in 2010/11; 743 issued in
2011/12; 764 issued in 2012/13.
In 2011/12, 62 new workplace travel plans were
secured. 24 workplace travel plans were initiated or
reviewed in 2010/11.The first 4 voluntary workplace
travel plans had also been completed.

b) No further expansion of the off-street charging
infrastructure. Consideration of installing on-street
charging points have not been pursued due to
parking stress in the borough. However off street
charging points are required as part of major
planning applications in line with London Plan
policy.

b) Electric Vehicle Charging: The council has been
negotiating with Source London on the provision of on
street charging points and expect to reach agreement
with them shortly, following which it intends to
introduce a small number of charging points (up to 5)
on street.
c) Diesel vehicles continue to use 5% biodiesel fuel.

c) Diesel vehicles continue to use 5% biodiesel
fuel.
a) As previously reported. No new activities for
this measure.

a) As previously reported. No new activities for this
measure.

b) In 2013/14, 849 ‘green’ parking permits issued.

b) In 2014/15, 950 ‘green’ parking permits issued.
This continues year on year increase

In 2013/14, 43 new workplace travel plans were
secured.

2014/5: 55 new workplace travel plans were secured.

a) The council is currently reviewing its FORS
membership.

a) The council is not a member of FORS.

In 2012/13, 52 new workplace travel plans were
secured.
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a) Use of biodiesel continues to help emissions form
the council’s diesel vehicles to be as low as
possible. The number of vehicles in the council fleet
continues to reduce as services are contracted out.
The council has also signed up to TfL’s Freight
Operators Recognition Scheme (Bronze level)
which offers training and guidance in a number of

b) The Bi-Borough Parks Police have leased a
new electric vehicle as one of their fleet which will
reduce emissions of NOx and PM10.
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Action
Plan
Measure

5. Seek a
reduction in
emissions from
the bus fleet

Original
Timescale

To be agreed
with TfL and bus
operators

Previously reported Progress
areas relating to vehicle and fleet management. In
2010/11, 27 new mini-buses that utilise Mercedes’
‘stop/start’ technology to reduce idling emissions
were added to the fleet.
TfL continues to trial buses running on alternative
fuels such as electric-diesel. Bus route H91
(Hammersmith to Hounslow West) became a hybrid
service, with plans for route 211 (Hammersmith to
Waterloo) to follow in July 2012.
Route 27 has now been converted to hybrid
operation and Route 11 will be converted to
operation by the new hybrid-driven Routemaster in
September 2013.

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

Routes 9,10, 22, 94 and 148 have been
converted to the new Routemaster operation

No update since the last report
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TfL is well on its way to having Europe's largest
fleet of hybrid buses. These vehicles use a
combination of an ordinary diesel engine and an
electric motor and reduce emissions of local
pollutants and CO2 by 30% compared to
conventional buses. There are now to many to list
individually in LBHF
A new Routemaster Bus has been introduced in
London.The bus uses the latest green dieselelectric hybrid technology and is the best
performing bus of its kind in the world. In test
conditions the New Routemaster produced
around half the carbon dioxide and a quarter of
the particulate matter and nitrogen oxides of
conventional diesel buses and is more fuel
efficient
A battery pack powers the electric motor which
drives the wheels on the bus. The battery is
charged by a generator and through regenerative
braking (where the system recycles the energy
lost during the braking motion). Stop-start
technology means the engine only runs when it
needs to charge the battery.
Within LBHF, the following new Routemasters
operate:- route 11, which runs between Liverpool
Street station and Fulham Broadway, route 9
(Hammersmith to Aldwych), route 148
(Camberwell Green to White City bus station) and
route 10 (Hammersmith bus station to King's
Cross St. Pancras).

6. Encourage
the use of
vehicles with
smaller, more

From Summer
2003 onwards

LAQM Progress Report 2014

a) Produced a public information leaflet (Drive Down
Pollution) which included information on benefits of
smaller vehicles. Information also appeared in HFM,
the council web site and information poster. Also

a) The information leaflet encourages people to
consider smaller, more fuel efficient cars.

a) As previously reported. See above (action 2) for
update on discount parking permit scheme.

b) The Smart car is a visual reminder to people

b) The Smart car is still available for use by Council
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Action
Plan
Measure

Original
Timescale

efficient
engines

7. Seek to
reduce
emissions from
larger vehicles
(Low Emission
Zone)
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8. Seek to
reduce
emissions from
badly
maintained
vehicles
9. Encourage
more
environmentally
friendly driving
behaviour

10. Seek a
reduction in
emissions of
small particles
from
construction
sites

The report on
the outcome of
the LEZ study is
due in mid 2003.
Any scheme
would need to
be co-ordinated
with other
boroughs etc
Roadside testing
is likely to start
in 2003; to be
co-ordinated
with other
participating
boroughs
Implementation
to be coordinated with
other
participating
boroughs. Aim
for summer 2003
Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP
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Previously reported Progress

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

distributed at events such as the west London
Green Festival etc.

that such small, efficient cars are ideal for city
driving conditions.

staff for council business.

b) The Environment Services Department has use
of a Smart car for council business which is used for
site visits etc.
a) Most vehicles are complying with the LEZ
requirements and emissions from HGVs (over 3.5t),
buses and coaches are expected to be reducing in
London as a result. All council vehicles comply with
the LEZ emission standards as required.

a) The next phase of the LEZ came into force in
January 2012 which requires larger vehicles to be
Euro 4 compliant for PM10. Vans/mini-buses have
come into the scheme for the first time and have
to be Euro 3 compliant for PM10.

a) The LEZ remains in place.

a) During 2003/04, 468 vehicles were tested, out of
which 12 failed the emissions test. No test since
then.

a) No further vehicle emission testing carried out.

a) No further vehicle emission testing carried out.

a) Opening of the extension to Hammersmith bus
station in March 2008 has removed buses from an
on-street bus stand where buses had on occasion
been seen with engines running unnecessarily
whilst parked.

a) No recent complaints received about emissions
from buses stationary at bus stands. TfL are now
running a London-wide awareness and
enforcement campaign on idling vehicles.

a) No further progress on this action.

a) Complaints of dust nuisance investigated as and
when reported.

a) Complaints continue to be investigated as
required. 22 complaints received in 2011/12 and
90 in 2013/14 about construction / demolition
dust. Informal warning/advice usually effective in
securing improvements.

a) Complaints continue to be investigated as required.
99 complaints received in 2014/15 about construction /
demolition dust. Informal warning/advice usually
effective in securing improvements.

b) Large scale developments are required to submit
a construction code of practice, which will include
measures on minimising dust emissions. SPD on
Sustainable Construction adopted in November
2007 to provide advice on how to reduce dust and
pollution impacts during construction /demolition
works on large sites.

b) Developers are advised to follow guidance in
the council’s SPD on Sustainable Construction
and submit details on how dust/PM10 emissions
will be minimised. The GLA/London Councils Best
Practice Guidance on Control of Dust and
Emissions from Construction and Demolition is
also recommended.
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b) Council Officers continue to be involved in
discussions with TfL and the GLA regarding the
proposed Ultra Low Emission Zone, however the zone
is currently not proposed to cover the LBHF.

b) We continue to require a construction management
plan for major development sites, including measures
to minimise dust emissions and advised to follow
SPD/BPG guidance, including the Mayor’s “The
Control of Dust and Emissions During Demolition and
Construction 2014”
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Action
Plan
Measure

Original
Timescale

Previously reported Progress

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

11. Seek a
reduction in
emissions from
domestic and
commercial
properties

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

a) In 2011/12, an additional 35 home composters
were ordered and distributed. We also ran 4
composting workshops where we gave away 136
compost bins in total. In 20011/12 the following
green waste was sent for composting:

a) In 2012/13, an additional 24 home composters
were ordered and distributed. A Green Johanna
trial was also undertake, with 80 subsided units
being taken up and 4 workshops conducted. In
20012/13 the following green waste was sent for
composting:

2013/14 data was not available in 2014 progress
report, so this is reported this year. .

- 53 tonnes of Christmas trees
- 360 tonnes of leaf fall from public highways
- 10 tonnes from the council’s parks. This is the
tonnage delivered to Western Riverside Waste
Authority. The Councils parks contractor is
composting much of the green waste arising from
parks within the parks themselves.
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b) Informal warning/advice usually effective in
securing improvements. 44 complaints about smoke
from bonfires in 2011/12. Advice was given and
improvements secured. No notices were served.
No
c) A number of projects to improve energy efficiency
have been implemented in 2011/12 for the council’s
corporate sites. We have so far delivered approx
4,000 tonnes of CO2 savings since the carbon
management plan was implemented (a 41%
reduction against the target). Carbon reduction
initiatives have been implemented in the council’s IT
strategy.
d) The council has compiled information on its
emissions for 2011/12 and they will be published on
www.lbhf.gov.uk/co2 in August. In general a 17%
reduction in electricity use was found for 2011/12
when comparing with previous year (probably due
to closure/sale of council buildings, however total
emissions from schools (from gas and electricity)
increased compared to 2010/11 and this was
probably due to new schools (Hammersmith
Academy and a number of new free schools in the
borough). Total GHG emissions reported for
2011/12 are calculated as 25,299 tCO2e. One main
difference since 2010/11 is that reporting for
2011/12 included fugitive air-conditioning emissions
which calculated as 866 tCO2e. By removing this it
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- 60 tonnes of Christmas trees
- 103 tonnes of leaf fall from public highways
- 178 tonnes from the council’s parks. This is the
tonnage delivered to Western Riverside Waste
Authority. The Councils parks contractor is
composting much of the green waste arising from
parks within the parks themselves.
b) In 2012/13 there were 44 complaints about
smoke from commercial/domestic properties,
including from bonfires. 21 sites were
warned/advised in writing. No abatement notices
were served.
b) In 2013/14 there were 39 complaints about
smoke from commercial/domestic properties,
including from bonfires. No abatement notices
were served.

c) In 2012/13 the council implemented projects
which provided 695 tonnes of carbon savings (an
extra 7.11% against the target). A number of
projects were also included during 2012-13 which
will bring extra reduction of approx 700 tonnes of
CO2 – however a number of these have now
been moved back to the 2013-14 programme.
d) The latest Greenhouse Gases (GHG) report is
due at the end of July 2013. This has not been
compiled yet as DECC is considering revising the
reporting regime, so we are waiting for
clarification on this before compiling our next
report.

In 2013/14, 32 home composters were ordered and
distributed via Straight PLC. A community compost
scheme was also set up on one estate with two blocks
of one estate composting food waste for a community
garden. We are looking to expand this in 2015/16.
In 20013/14 the following green waste was sent for
composting:
- 60 tonnes of Christmas trees
- 0 tonnes of leaf fall from public highways were
composted after the Environment Agency reclassified
the materials in 2013.
- 120 tonnes from the council’s parks. This is the
tonnage delivered to Western Riverside Waste
Authority. The Councils parks contractor is composting
some of the green waste arising from parks within the
parks themselves.
In 2014/15, 37 home composters were ordered and
distributed via Straight PLC.
In 2014/15 the following green waste was sent for
composting:
- 65 tonnes of Christmas trees
- 23.64 tonnes from the council’s parks. This is the
tonnage delivered to Western Riverside Waste
Authority. The Councils parks contractor is composting
much of the green waste arising from parks within the
parks themselves – 2014/15 saw more leaf fall
diverted to the parks composting schemes.
In 20114/15 there were 43 complaints about smoke
from commercial/domestic properties, including from
bonfires. No abatement notices were served.
The latest Greenhouse Gases (GHG) report calculated
that there was a total of 32% reduction in gross carbon
emissions (reporting from 2009/10 baseline from
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can be seen that total GHG emissions have
reduced by c. 500 tCO2e.

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15
scope 1,2 and 3 related emissions). There was
however a total 10% increase in school related
emissions which reflected the expansion of school
buildings and new schools in the borough.
Since 2009, LBHF has made strong progress in
reducing its emissions since participating in the
Carbon Trust’s Local Authority Management
Programme. There was a 23% reduction in carbon
emissions between 2010/11 and 2011/12, although
there was an increase by 14.5% between 2011/12 and
2012/13. This increase was attributed to a particularly
harsh winter.
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A new project for 2014-15 is the Greening Business
Programme which aims to reduce the environmental
impact from SME’s in the borough. Recruitment of
businesses is starting now and the Council is looking
for 11 smes in LBHF to work with over the next few
months.
12. Seek to
control and
minimise
emissions from
industrial
premises

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

Continued regulation and reduction of emissions to
atmosphere through the LAPPC regime and clean
air regulations.
5 complaints were received in 2010/11 regarding
emissions from industrial sites regulated by the
council. No evidence found of non-compliance – no
action required.

Regulation duties continued in line with the
LAPPC requirements. No complaints were
received in 2013/14 regarding emissions from
industrial sites regulated by the council. No
notices were served.

Regulation duties continued in line with the LAPPC
requirements. No complaints were received in 2014/15
regarding emissions from industrial sites regulated by
the council. No notices were served.

a) The council’s Core Strategy includes strategic
policies supporting the regeneration of key parts
of the borough including the White City
Opportunity Area, Earls Court and West
Kensington, South Fulham Riverside and Old Oak
Common. Regeneration of these sites in key parts
of the borough will help improve local centre,
reducing the need for residents to travel to get the

(a) The Core Strategy continues to be implemented
and progress continues on the regeneration of the
White City Opportunity Area, Earls Court and West
Kensington, South Fulham Riverside and Old Oak
Common. Regeneration of these sites in key parts of
the borough will help improve local centre, reducing
the need for residents to travel to get the key services
they require.

Regulation duties continued in line with the LAPPC
requirements. 2 complaints were received in
2012/13 regarding emissions from industrial sites
regulated by the council. No notices were served.

REDUCING THE NEED TO TRAVEL
13. Sustain and
improve town &
local centres,
facilities and
employment
areas

UDP review to
be complete in
2003

LAQM Progress Report 2014

a) Work has started on the Local Development
Framework which will replace the UDP. Over the
past couple of years, the Council has been
reviewing and refining its proposed LDF Core
Strategy. Reducing traffic congestion and the need
to travel remain strategic objectives.
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new
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key services they require

(b) We have also commissioned and completed first
phase of studies into Hammersmith “Flyunder”, which
would significantly reduce emissions in the Town
Centre.
a) The wording of our air quality policy within our
Development Management Plan is currently being
amended, in order to include all developments that
have the potential to impact on local air quality
(previously restricted to major developments). The
current policy continues to be implemented on all
relevant planning applications.

a) The council’s Core Strategy contains a policy on
air quality which requires air quality assessments for
major developments and implementation of
mitigation measures, if there is a need to reduce
impacts.

a) More detailed policies relating to air quality
have been drafted for inclusion in the council’s
DM DPD which has been consulted on and will be
adopted in July 2013.

b) H&F guidance is in use by Development Control
officers.

b) Supplementary Planning Guidance on air
quality issues has been drafted and consulted on
and will formally be adopted in July 2013.

b) We refer all applicants to our Supplementary
Planning Document that was adopted in July 2013 to
ensure the correct information is submitted with
regards to air quality.

ENCOURAGING A SWITCH TO LESS POLLUTING FORMS OF TRANSPORT
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15. Promotion
of bus services

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

Bus service improvements achieved on a number of
routes including: Route 316 - extended from North
Kensington to White City, via the Edward Woods
estate, from November 2008; New route 228 introduced January 2009. (Both in association with
Westfield); A new Sunday service was introduced
on route 607 from April 2010; A full time bus stop for
southbound traffic was constructed in North End
Road (junction with Racton Road) - previously a
bus stop at this location operated only in the
evenings and on Sundays. Installed 50 metres of
northbound bus lane/bus only road at the north end
of Fulham Palace Road as part of the Fulham
Palace Slip Road/ Hammersmith gyratory scheme
which has produced substantial benefits for buses
and other traffic.
From December 2011, articulated buses were
replaced by double decker vehicles with increased
frequency on route 207 (Uxbridge Road) and
frequencies were increased on Friday and Saturday
nights on the N207. From January 2012 increased
frequency was introduced in the peak periods on
bus route 220.

16. Promotion

Ongoing from
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Shepherds Bush rail station opened in September

No significant changes to bus services took place
in 2013/14 other than minor changes to improve
reliability.
Progress has been made by the Council’s
Highways department in bringing the total of fully
accessible bus stops up to 237 out of the 270 in
the Borough.

No new bus services were introduced in LBHF in
2014/15 but LBHF is pressing for improvements to
routes 266 and 424 to increase reliability and
passenger attractiveness.
Bus passengers are benefitting from continuing
improvements in real time information which lets them
know when the next services are expected.

Putney to Blackfriars River Service
On 9 September 2013, TfL launched a new
timetable to provide extra journeys to customers
on the Putney to Blackfriars river bus service
serving the south of the Borough. Patronage on
the recently retendered service has continued to
exceed forecasts, boosted by quicker journey
times, an increased number of departures and
more modern vessels.

The Council is submitting a petition on the HS2
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Petition is due to be heard by Parliamentary Select
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of other forms
of public
transport

2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

2008 and a new tube station at Wood Lane opened
in October 2008. Imperial Wharf station was opened
in September 2009.

bill to include connections from Old Oak Common
station to the West London Line and the West
Coast mainline, better bus and cycle connections
and protection for Wormwood Scrubs.

Committee in July and the council expects to reach
agreement with HS2 on most of these issues before
then.

Since the London Cycle Hire Scheme was
introduced in LBHF in December 2013, the
number of journeys has increased dramatically. In
the first month of the scheme, 13,000 journeys
were made in the borough. But in January, the
number of cycle hire journeys doubled to more
than 26,000 in the scheme’s second month – an
average of about 866 journeys a day. By March
2014, the hire and docking usage was up to
51,064 per month and rising.

At least 226 cycle stands were introduced on street as
part of the Council’s programme. The Council has also
started a programme to assist with residential cycle
parking – including Bikehangers. Residential cycle
parking was supplied at Lancaster Court and Lime
Grove. Consultation took place on a revised Cycle
Strategy which is expected to be launched in the
Summer of 2015.

The council is promoting a Crossrail interchange
station with the West London Line in the Old Oak
Common/Mitre Bridge area, linked to a possible
High Speed Rail hub station.
The council continues to work with HS2, the
GLA/TfL and neighbouring boroughs on plans for
HS2 and the draft Environmental Statement. The
OAPF for the area has been issued for consultation.

17. Promotion
of cycling
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Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

Initial work has been undertaken on extending the
Mayor’s Cycle Hire scheme to the borough, with the
funding agreement signed and planning
permissions granted for a number of docking
stations. The scheme is set to go live in December
2013.
Cycle hire scheme went live in December 2013 and
by February 2014 there were 26,000 hires per
month.
New, increased cycle parking standards have also
been adopted.

At least 171 cycle stands were introduced on
street as part of the Council’s programmes.
A full programme of cycle training and
maintenance classes continued along with the
award – winning “Exchanging Places” scheme to
reduce conflict between cyclists and large goods
vehicles.

18. Promotion
of Walking

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP.

a) The council promoted the ‘Walking Works’
activities, with again more than 1,000 individuals
taking part. We also promoted walking at the Grand
Union Canal Fest.

Significant pedestrian crossing improvements in
2013/14 included the provision of PCaTS
(Pedestrian Countdown at Traffic lights) in
Uxbridge Road, Goldhawk Road and Fulham
Palace Road.

Council Road Safety Officers visit infant, junior and

LAQM Progress Report 2014
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The programme of decluttering continued with the
removal of unnecessary bollards and guardrails.
The most exciting potential for walkers, cyclists and air
quality is the preparation work that has been going on
in preparation for consultation on a Borough-wide
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secondary schools throughout the borough to raise
awareness of road safety and provide training.
17,010 pupils have received road safety education
from the team in the last 3 years.

In addition our Neighbourhood programme has
continued to see sizeable decluttering and
removal of barriers to pedestrians. In 2013/14 we
removed 78 (non-illuminated) bollards, 28
illuminated bollards, 73 sign posts, and 24 metres
of guard rail.

20mph speed limit.

Not including independent nurseries (which do not
have to do travel plans) all 75 schools in the
borough have now completed their school travel
plans, with 51 of these currently ‘valid’ (i.e. active
and reviewed within past 12 months). Of the 24
schools with out of date STPs, 19 schools are
currently in the process of reviewing and 5
schools appear to have abandoned their plans.

Not including independent nurseries (which do not
have to do travel plans) all 75 schools in the borough
have now completed their school travel plans, with 66
of these currently ‘valid’ (i.e. active and reviewed within
past 12 months). Of the remaining ten, one is a new
school with STP drafted; two are updating; seven are
apparently abandoned.

We also completed the first stage of pedestrian
signing in the Borough by erection of TfL's Legible
London type signage in Shepherd's Bush town
centre.
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The Borough continues to work extensively on decluttering the street environment in Hammersmith
and Fulham – e.g. removal of unnecessary
signposts, bollards and guardrails. “Legible London”
signage has been installed in Hammersmith Town
Centre. One pelican crossing converted to puffin
(giving more time to cross to those who need it.
The council worked to save the pedestrian cutthrough across the railway at Kensington Olympia
station – TfL had planned to install ticketed barriers
but they will now provide a bypass for local people
to walk across the bridge.

19. Encourage
a reduction in
car use for the
journey to
school

20. Encourage
a reduction in

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

Ongoing from
2002 for the
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STAR (School Travel Accredited and Recognised) –
Online award scheme
2007: 5 accredited schools
2008: 4 accredited schools
2009: 1 accredited school
2010: 4 accredited schools
2011: 15 accredited schools
2012: 44 accredited schools
2013: 36 accredited schools
2014: 26 accredited schools

a) As above: Funding for the Travel Plan Coordinator post has been extended.

Travel modes to school: Active travel
(cycle/buggy/scooter/walk) is now up to 52%, and
car use has fallen to below 15%

a) By 2009/10, 78 workplace travel plans were
listed on iTrace for the borough. 24 workplace
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**Will detail number of STAR accredited schools when
this information is available June 24th 2015 and will
include this prior to publication of report.

a) See measure 3.
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car use for the
journey to work
and business
trips

duration of the
AQAP

21. Control
provision of on
and off street
parking to deter
car commuting
into and within
the borough

Ongoing –
parking best
value review to
be complete by
mid 2003

Previously reported Progress

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

travel plans were initiated or reviewed in
2010/11.The first 4 voluntary workplace travel
plans had also been completed.
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a) Double yellow lines implemented across all
informal crossing points with dropped kerbs in the
borough's largest CPZ (Zone V). Stakeholders of
CPZs V, B and C were consulted on parking
controls in 2011/12. The smart visitor permit was
introduced in Zone V to provide discounted parking
for residents and visitors and Richmond Way (in
Zone B) opted for extended parking controls.
Parking consultations carried out in CPZs V, B and
C in order to gauge whether stakeholders want
extended parking controls as a mechanism of
controlling parking stress and the availability of
parking spaces.
b) Parking standards applied to new developments
to ensure adequate provision without increasing
‘parking stress’.
c)Parking controls reviewed in 2012/13 in Zones Q,
W and F.

A Travel Plan business network is developing in
Hammersmith Town Centre.
a) Parking bays maximised, signage de-cluttered
and double yellow lines installed around informal
crossings in 2012/13 in Zones Q, W and F.
In 2013/14, Parking bays maximised, signage decluttered and double yellow lines installed around
informal crossings in Zones S, U and Z.

a)Parking controls to be extended throughout the week
in Zone J, with discounts for residents’ visitors.
Consultation underway on Zone E as residents
experiencing pressure from intensified use of Olympia.
b) The council has adopted higher standards than the
GLA for office cycle parking, to enable a higher
proportion of staff to cycle to work.

Parking consultations were also carried our in
Zones C and J, and part of Zone Q (Novello St),
which became a one-street sub-zone to
discourage intra-zonal commuter parking.
The Zone J parking consultation offered additional
match day parking controls. The results are being
analysed. If the majority of respondents opt for
match day parking controls this would mean that
there would likely be a significant reduction in
football fans parking in residential roads on match
days. This would reduce parking stress and
congestion in the Uxbridge Road area, which is a
key route.

b) GLA parking standards adopted.

22. Encourage
freight to be
transported in a
sustainable
manner

2004

a) The Council is now a member of FORS (Freight
Operators Recognition Scheme) and we encourage
the development of Servicing and Delivery Plans
and the use of rail and water for freight via the
planning process. Waiting and loading reviews are
ongoing boroughwide (Zones H,Q,T and North End
Road in particular).

2013/14: Waiting and loading reviews are ongoing
boroughwide (Zones H,Q,T and North End Road
in particular).
We are working towards Gold Standard FORS
(Freight Operator) recognition

b) The home delivery scheme is included in the
WLFQP three year programme; we will follow this
up together with the partnership.

LAQM Progress Report 2014
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In 14-15 waiitng and loading reviews were completed
for Zones K and N.
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There are 26 Car Club Bays in the borough.
(reduction due to consolidation in numbers of car
clubs).

Still 26 car club bays but we are working with
operators to introduce more.

c) 3 bicycle rickshaws have been purchased for
potential use in such a scheme. Rickshaws have
already been used by the council to transport mail/
goods and for local school deliveries. The freight
rickshaw tricycle is currently used by Hammersmith
BID.
a) Waiting and loading reviews carried out in Zones
Q,W and F reviewed in 2012/13.
2013/14: Waiting and loading reviews are ongoing
boroughwide (Zones H,Q,T and North End Road in
particular).
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b) Westtrans is working on a freight plan which will
have several elements in it to reduce the
environmental impacts of deliveries.
c) The council has set up a lorry driver-cyclist
awareness training course to improve the quality of
HGV driving in the borough and to reduce the
danger to cyclists – this has won a London Cycling
Campaign award.

MAKING MORE EFFICIENT USE OF ROAD TRANSPORT
23. Encourage
car sharing

From Summer
2003 onwards

Share the car software installed Spring 2004. Car
share scheme is up and running. 2 Car Clubs
operate in Hammersmith & Fulham: City Car Club,
and Zipcar (now incorporating Streetcar).
There are now a total of 51 on-street car club
parking bays in the borough.

24. Discourage
short journeys

From Summer
2003 onwards

a) The “small zone” system mentioned under action
21 discourages intra-borough car journeys.
Discouragement of short journeys is at the heart of
the travel planning process. The school travel
planning process has generated a positive modal
shift with fewer short journeys being reported

In April 2014 the Council introduced an electronic
parking permit for Car Clubs is order to make the
renewal of permits easier.
a) As previously reported. See also updates for
measures 19, 20 and 21.

OTHER MEASURES TO REDUCE ROAD TRAFFIC AND EMISSIONS
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a) As previously reported. See also updates for
measures 19, 20 and 21.
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Previously reported Progress

25. Reduce the
amount of road
traffic in
residential
areas and town
centres

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

a)There are now 16 20mph zones in the borough.
The innovative “drive over chicane” in the North End
Road East zone was Highly Commended at the
London Transport Awards 2009. An innovative
20mph zone without physical measures was piloted
in 2010/11 in the Wendell Park area. The Wendell
Park scheme has now been fully implemented,
increasing the number of 20mph zones in the
borough to 17.

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

Schemes have been implemented in the St
Mary’s Cemetery, Hammersmith Grove, Sulgrave
Road, White City and Cathnor Park
Neighbourhoods in 2013-14.

The council has been researching the feasibility of a
boroughwide 20mph speed limit and are about to start
consultation on it. .
The council has also introduced a pilot “Play Street”
(where roads are closed to traffic to allow children to
play at certain dates and times), in Roxwell Road and
now plan to introduce the scheme elsewhere in the
borough.

Reviews of neighbourhood traffic calming schemes
were carried out in the Old Oak, Charing Cross
Hospital and Fulham Palace Road (East and West)
Areas.
b) The relevant London Plan policies are applied as
and when appropriate.
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26. Promote the
use of trees to
help improve
local air quality

Work on the
Biodiversity
Action Plan will
begin in early
2003

27. Reduce the
amount of traffic
on the A4 and
A40

From Summer
2003

The council’s Development Management DPD (due
for adoption in July 2013) includes a policy on car
parking standards aimed at reducing additional car
travel and encouraging more sustainable travel
methods.
In 2010/11, a total of 371 trees were planted.
Planting in new developments continues as
previously reported. For some development sites,
where planting etc is planned as part of the soft
landscaping developers may be advised to
investigate the use of vegetation/trees as a barrier
helping to filter out pollution.

a) Partner in a bid for ‘Greening the A4’ project
funding with Hounslow, Kensington & Chelsea and
others. Bid includes travel demand management,
alternative fuels, and road safety measures.
However, no funding available to implement.

In 2012-13, the council planted 147 new street
trees and 151 replacement street trees – a total of
298 trees planted on highway sites. We planted
44 new trees and 2 replacement trees on housing
estates and 5 new trees and 3 replacement trees
in parks. This is a total of 54 trees on nonhighway sites.

In 2014-15, the council planted 62 new street trees
and 201 replacement street trees – a total of 263 trees
planted on highway sites. 5 new trees and 14
replacement trees were planted on housing estates.

a) A successful bid has been made for funds from
the Mayor’s Air Quality Fund to pay for a project
that will help improve green infrastructure in
Hammersmith town centre. Additional funds are
being sought from Defra to supplement this
funding

A large part of the site originally agreed upon for
greening was sold and the new owner, although not
interested in implementing the Council and
Hammersmith BID’s original plan for the site, are
planning to build a pocket park and introduce their own
greening.
The focus has shifted to introduce green landscaping
along a cycling and pedestrian walkway along the
Talgarth Road adjacent to the Westway. A contractor
has been appointed, the concept designs have been
submitted and a monitoring plan has been agreed.
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The infrastructure is due to be installed in the autumn
of 2015.

MEASURES TO RAISE AWARENESS OF THE LINKS BETWEEN AIR QUALITY AND HEALTH
28. Provide
information to
allow people to
make informed
choices about
travel behaviour

From Summer
2003 onwards

a) As previously reported. AirTEXT information
distributed and presentations given to school nurses
group and local Breathe Easy group.

As previously reported. 135 Hammersmith &
Fulham residents have now signed up for
AirTEXT pollution alerts.
There are now148 subscribers for AirTEXT
pollution alerts relating to LBHF. The majority of
these subscribers receive alerts by text message.
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Air Quality officers attended 7 sessions with local
schools at the Lillia Hussett Urban Studies Centre
to provide information to school children about air
pollution and how their travel choices can reduce
emissions.

There are now 228 subscribers for AirTEXT pollution
alerts relating to LBHF. The majority of these
subscribers receive alerts by text message.
Air Quality officers attended 7 sessions with local
schools at the Lillia Hussett Urban Studies Centre to
provide information to school children about air
pollution and how their travel choices can reduce
emissions.
AQ officers assisted in air quality teaching sessions in
a school to contribute to the LBHF event ‘Children’s
Parliament on the Environment 2014’
In the period between March 2014 – April 2015, 96
users subscribed to the airTEXT service, there were
137 text alert users, 30 voice alert users and 61 email
alert users. The total number of subscribers is 228.
General Info for all boroughs : There is currently no
way of obtaining borough specific stats for these
modes of download.
For the period between March 2014 – Oct 2014 the
total number of downloads of the airTEXT service
iPhone app was 2022. For the same period, the total
number of downloads of the airTEXT service Android
app was 875. There is currently no way of obtaining
the number of subscribers receiving SMS alerts
through the Twitter delivery channel.

29. Provide
information so
people can
make informed
choices about
reducing

From Summer
2003 onwards
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a) A leaflet on cutting pollution from car use was
produced, but production of domestic emissions
information leaflet was delayed and not carried out.

a) No new publicity material produced.
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a) No new publicity material produced.
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Action
Plan
Measure
pollution from
domestic
activities
30. Continue to
monitor air
quality and
make info.
available

Previously reported Progress

Previously Reported
Outcomes

New Progress, Outcomes and
Additional Comments for 2014/15

Ongoing from
2002 for the
duration of the
AQAP

During 2010/11, the annual NO2 objective was
exceeded at 5 sites out of 10, mainly at the roadside
sites. No PM10 monitoring took place during
2010/11. Real-time monitoring of NO2 and PM10
re-started in October 2011 at the council’s new
monitoring site at Shepherds Bush Green. Detailed
information on monitoring results is included in the
council’s annual Air Quality report.
For 2012, the real time monitor at Shepherds Bush
Green measured an annual mean NO2
concentration of 91µg/m3 and an annual mean
PM10 concentration of 39µg/m3. There were 57
exceedences of the NO2 hourly objective and 69
exceedences of the daily objective for PM10.
Of these 4 objectives, 3 were exceeded and 1 (the
PM10 annual mean) was met in 2012.

For 2013, the real time monitor at Shepherds
Bush Green measured an annual mean NO2
concentration of 76.2 µg/m3 and there were 11
exceedences of the NO2 hourly objective.
However the data for 2013 needs to be treated
with caution as the monitoring station was only
functioning for 6 months due to it being involved in
a vehicle collision.
For PM10 the annual mean remained below the
national objective at 36.4 and 33 daily means
exceeded the 50µg/m3. Should monitoring have
continued for the entire year, it is likely that the
daily mean objective would have been exceeded
for PM10.

Real time monitoring at Shepherds Bush Green
resumed after vehicle collided with monitor. Please
see Updating and Screening Assessment 2015 for
limited 2014 data.
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Original
Timescale
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Agenda Item 7
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT & RESIDENTS
SERVICES POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
16th SEPTEMBER 2015
THE PARKING TASK GROUP
Report of the Divisional Director
Open Report
Classification: For PAC Review & Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: All
Accountable Director: Kim Dero, Director of Delivery & Value
Report Author: Craig Bowdery, Scrutiny
Manager

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 8756 2278
E-mail: craig.bowdery@lbhf.gov.uk

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

At its meeting on 2nd September 2014, the Committee received two
reports on parking in the borough and heard from a number of
residents about the challenges presented by the existing restrictions. At
the meeting, the Committee agreed to establish a Parking Task Group
to review the parking arrangements across Hammersmith & Fulham
and explore options for how they could be altered to address resident
concerns.

1.2

The Task Group has met four times and considered a range of issues.
This report updates the Committee on the Task Group’s work, and
recommends that a Parking Issues Board be created to take the place
of the Task Group.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

That the Committee note the work of the Parking Task Group and
recommend that the Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport &
Residents Services establish a Parking Issues Board to replace the
Parking Task Group
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3.

REASONS FOR DECISION

3.1

It is proposed that a Parking Issues Board would be the most effective
mechanism to review all proposed changes to parking arrangements
and to ensure that resident concerns are considered and factored-in to
the Council’s decision-making.

4.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

4.1

At its meeting on 2nd September 2014, the Community Safety,
Environment & Residents Services Policy & Accountability Committee
(CSERS PAC) received a report exploring the issues surrounding
parking in Hammersmith & Fulham on football match days. The
borough has three major football clubs: the Premiership club Chelsea
and the Championship clubs Fulham and Queens Park Rangers.
Attendances at home matches for the three clubs range from around
17,000 to over 40,000. Whilst some of these attendees arrive by public
transport or by foot, a large number travel to the grounds by car. There
is therefore a significant stress on local parking availability around the
football stadiums on football match days.

4.2

At the same meeting, the Committee heard from members of the public
about other parking issues, such as the Smart Visitor Permit (SVP)
scheme. Many of the public comments related to the difficulties caused
by the SVPs for residents’ visitors, especially for the borough’s more
vulnerable residents, to who carers found it difficult to visit. A number of
suggestions were made at the meeting, including reserving one side of
each street for residents only and allowing permit holders in
Hammersmith & Fulham to park in any zone. However it was
highlighted at the meeting that such suggestions could well have
detrimental knock-on effects.

4.3

The CSERS PAC meeting heard from officers that a public consultation
on parking restrictions had been conducted during December 2010 and
January 2011. The outcomes from the consultation had not been
consistent across the borough and so different restrictions were
introduced in each of the 27 parking zones. Match day restrictions have
not been reviewed since this consultation. The Committee heard from
officers that there were two types of match day restrictions currently in
use. In the areas surrounding Stamford Bridge (Chelsea FC), there
were blanket restrictions which applied at weekends even if there was
not a match taking place. However around Craven Cottage (Fulham
FC) the restrictions only applied when a match was actually taking
place, with specially designed signage advisors drivers of the
restrictions in place on that particular day. The match day only controls
around Craven Cottage were introduced following the 2010/11
consultation.

4.4

A number of members of the public attended the PAC meeting and
many residents left comments complaining about the current parking
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arrangements on the Council’s website. It was therefore apparent that
the existing restrictions caused concern for many people and that they
were due to be reviewed.
4.5

The CSERS PAC therefore agreed to establish the Parking Task
Group to explore the unintended difficulties caused by the existing
restrictions and to seek to find a balanced way of managing the
demand for on-street parking across the borough.

4.6

The Task Group considered a wide range of issues at its meetings.
The views and preferences expressed by members of the Task Group
were relayed to the Cabinet Member and taken into account in his
decision-making. These included:
 Approaches of other sports stadiums to match day parking
 Resident notification of match days
 Revised match day controls in Zones D and J
 The results of the Smart Visitor Permit public consultation and the
resulting actions, including cash-less top-ups
 Green parking initiatives, including car clubs and electronic
charging points
 Linking the price of parking to the emissions of a vehicle
Approaches of other sports stadiums to match day parking

4.7

The Task Group heard that the approach at many German and
Spanish stadiums differed as many stadiums were incorporated into a
larger complex which included shopping and leisure facilities with
dedicated parking provision. It was also reported that the Emirates
Stadium in Islington required Arsenal to pay for flap signage and the
labour to change the signs on match days as part of its Section 106
planning agreement. Members suggested that such an agreement
could be incorporated into QPR’s new stadium, although it was noted
that many fans visiting Loftus Road used public transport. Officers also
explained that digital signs (as used around Craven Cottage) required
a larger initial expense than flap signs. When the labour costs of
manually changing flap signs were included in the costs, it would take
the digital signs around twelve years to become the cheaper option,
based on prices from 2010.

4.8

The Task Group asked for further research and was provided with
information regarding how14 local authorities addressed match day
parking. Of these 14 grounds 8 had a parking scheme to give
residents/permit holders priority in operation during home matches
(including LBHF). All the schemes are fairly generic with flap signs
having to be manually changed. Around football clubs (especially in
towns in the North of England) parking controls general only operate on
match days, and even then they allow permit holders and residents
visitors only. The only real variation in types of scheme signage is
offered in Hammersmith & Fulham with electronic variable message
signs that can be automatically changed from a remote computer.
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Resident notification of match days
4.9

The Task Group heard that the 2011 parking consultation indicated that
some residents knew that they were affected by match day parking, but
they did not know by which football stadia, mainly because many
residents do not take any interest in football. In order to help residents
better identify when match days are occurring, Islington used a
scheme, funded by Arsenal FC, whereby local residents can opt into a
free text messaging (standard network charges would obviously apply)
service whereby they are updated with match fixtures and changes to
match fixtures. The Task Group agreed that a similar scheme should
be introduced as soon as possible in Hammersmith & Fulham. This has
already been launched for Chelsea FC fixtures, and officers continue to
work with Fulham FC and QPR FC to develop a similar system.
Revised match day controls in Zones D and J

4.10

With regard to match day parking, it was evident to the Task Group that
the most vocal of complaints were coming from residents of the
southern part of CPZ D and J, though the issues for the latter also
relate to the parking pressures as a result of the evening economy in
the area of Uxbridge Road. This does not mean that residents beyond
the extent of the CPZ do not also experience some level of match day
parking problems given that there are three football stadia in what is a
fairly small borough.

4.11

With regard to the CPZs in question, residents complain that they are
unable to leave their home by car on match days for fear of being
unable to park on their return. Residents have sometimes felt the need
to park injudiciously in frustration at not being able to park close to their
property only to be issued with a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN).

4.12

The Task Group recommended to the Cabinet Member that
experimental controls be introduced on match days in Zone J and that
residents and businesses in Zone D be consulted on the introduction of
parking controls. In Zone J it was proposed that the existing hours of
control be extended to 9am-9pm, Monday to Sunday to cover
additional parking stress caused by football match days. In order to
avoid additional costs for local residents, it was proposed that the
Smart Visitor Permits would be free to use during Sundays and some
of the extended weekday hours. It was also recommended that
residents and businesses in Zone D should be consulted at the start of
the 2015/16 financial year regarding the introduction and options for
match day parking.
The results of the Smart Visitor Permit public consultation and the
resulting actions, including cash-less top-ups

4.13

The Task Group reviewed the results of the Smart Visitor Permit
consultation which was open during September and October 2014.
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Based on the results of the consultation, the Task Group made the
following recommendations to the Cabinet Member:
 Establish an auto top-up payment function
 Ascertain the costs and feasibility of enabling users to pay for
credit on their SVP using a credit or debit card
 Explore the costs of developing a smart phone app
 Raise greater awareness of the SVP through increased
marketing
 Streamline and simplify the activation/deactivation process
Green parking initiatives, including car clubs and electronic charging
points
4.14

The Task Group reviewed the history of car clubs in the borough, which
were originally trialled in 2010 with three different operators until Hertz
decided it no longer wanted to participate in 2013. Following Hertz’s
withdrawal, 24 of the original 50 car club bays were removed, which
was also in response to resident pressure as the car clubs had failed to
fully utilise and fill the bays. Since then demand and interest in car
clubs had increased with Zipcar seeking additional locations across the
borough. The Task Group agreed that more bays should be introduced
wherever possible, as doing so would then encourage more users.
However it would also be important to limit the financial risk to the
Council and to prevent the situation where new bays are installed and
then removed due to low usage, at the Council’s cost. The Task Group
also supported the promotion of car clubs in the next iteration of the
Local Development Framework.

4.15

The Task Group also discussed electronic charging points. Currently,
there were no on-street charging points in the borough with off-street
sites such as at Westfield being the only ones. At Westfield users were
required to pay and display as usual to use the facility, whereas Source
London (a Mayor of London / TfL programme) seeks to create EV
charging points with free parking. The management of Source London
had recently transferred from TfL to BluePoint, who were now seeking
to reinvigorate the programme and create 5,000 new EV charging bays
by 2018. BluePoint were offering to pay councils for the cost of creating
bays in return for the subsequent revenue from resident usage. For all
on-street bays with charging points, the Council’s enforcement team
would be responsible for ensuring non-electric cars did not use the EV
bays for cheap parking. The Task Group supported the creation of new
EV charge points, but is of the view that the bays would need to have
maximum stay limits to prevent people using them as free long term
parking and to ensure that spaces were available when needed.
Linking the price of parking to the emissions of a vehicle

4.16

The Task Group supports the principle of encouraging residents to
drive more environmentally friendly-vehicles through reduced parking
fees for green vehicles, but not penalising drivers of older, less
environmentally-friendly vehicles. It is the recommendation of the Task
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Group that the Euro 6 classification should be used as the benchmark
to determine whether a vehicle should be eligible to a reduced price
parking permit.

5.

PROPOSAL AND ISSUES

5.1

Parking is evidently a very complex and difficult subject with any
changes unlikely to please all users. However it is clear that the
experiences and concerns of residents need to be captured and built-in
to any future changes to parking arrangements. It is therefore proposed
that the important work of the Parking Task Group be continued by a
Parking Issues Board.

5.2

The Parking Issues Board would be a regular, informal meeting
between officers and members to help guide the formation of parking
policy and provide a ‘sounding board’ for all proposals. By being in
regular contact with residents, the members of the Parking Issues
Board will be able to represent the views of the local community and
help to form effective policies and solutions to the borough’s parking
challenges.

5.3

The Parking Issues Board would not need to be formally constituted
and would not have formal powers. This would allow it to have the
flexibility it needs to meet whenever an alteration to parking policy is
required. If the members of the Board feel it would be beneficial,
contributions from members of the public could be invited and
considered, before representations from the Board are made to the
Cabinet Member.

5.4

The Parking Task Group was created to understand the issues related
to parking in Hammersmith & Fulham and propose a way of reconciling
these issues in future. Through the work of the Task Group it has
become evident that solutions to parking issues evolve over time and
that parking restrictions need to be regularly reviewed to meet
changing circumstances and changing public preferences. A standing
Parking Issues Board is therefore better suited than a time-limited task
group to contribute to these policies and changes and to capture
residents’ experiences.

6.

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS

6.1

It is proposed that the Parking Issues Board be supported by officers
from Transport & Technical Services using existing resources.

Implications verified/completed by: Chris Bainbridge: Head of Transport Policy
and Network Management
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
No.

Description of
Background Papers

Name/Ext
file/copy

1.

Notes and agendas of Task Craig Bowdery, Scrutiny Governance
Group meetings
Manager. Ext. 2278
Scrutiny
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of holder of Department/
Location
&

Item
18 November 2015 – TRANSPORT

Report Author(s)

Comments
Report deadline: 29 October

Cycling Update
Heathrow / Airport Commission Response
20mph Speed Limit – Consultation Outcome
18 January 2016 - BUDGET

Report deadline: 24 December

Draft Budget
Senior Officers to discuss the major areas of challenge for their services.
Highlight areas for scrutiny.
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(contact: Mark Jones) To review the 2016/17 budget for the TTS and ELRS
departments. (Last report: Jan 2015)
2 March 2016 - TBC

Report deadline: 11 February

Policing / Community Safety
Residents Services
Innovative solutions / use of social media etc. How would you like to do
reporting etc?
12 April 2016 - PLANNING

Report deadline: 21 March

Environmental Planning Requirements
How is the Council ensuring maximum value for residents from large-scale
developments in the borough? How is the impact on the environment being
mitigated?
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Agenda Item 8

Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2015-16

Community Safety, Environment & Residents Services PAC – Work Programme 2015-16
Planning Annual Monitoring Report
(Juliemma McLoughlin) To review the annual report on progress against
the Local Plan priorities and objectives. (Last report 14 April 2015)
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CSERS PAC REMIT: Transport, including roads maintenance, other transport infrastructure
 Parking policy, traffic management and the relationship with TfL
 Planning policy and performance and the impact of developments on transport infrastructure and the environment
 The local environment
 Street Scene
 Parks and open spaces
 Recycling and environmental sustainability
 Waste disposal, street cleansing, refuse collection
 Cemeteries
 Biodiversity
 Quality of life
 Community safety
 Tackling anti-social behaviour
 Licensing and gambling
 Neighbourhood governance

Public suggestions
1. Environmental requirements for new buildings (commercial and residential) – ensuring solar panels are installed and greywater* plumbing is fitted. Also for new gyms - power-generating equipment could be built into exercise machines.
*Grey-water is all wastewater from households or office buildings except for the wastewater from toilets (e.g. water from sinks,
showers, dishwashers).
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